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CHAPTER I 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
The College Board Report of the National Commission on Writing in America’s 
Schools and Colleges (2003) recently proclaimed, “Writing is not a frill for the few, but a 
skill for the many” (p. 11). This statement was issued in a 2003 benchmark report by the 
College Board addressing the need for a writing agenda that would serve the 21st century. 
More than 30 years ago the importance of writing in schools and colleges became 
apparent, and the inception of Writing Across the Curriculum took hold (Stanley & 
Ambron, 1991). This national interest paralleled the similar movement of Writing in the 
Disciplines and forced educators to realize the necessity of writing beyond the doors of 
the English classroom. Since that time, writing has become a significant component of 
many disciplines at colleges and universities across the country. As such, the need for 
skilled writers in all fields of study has become clear to academia and industry alike.  
Thompson (1987) stated college graduates often are criticized for their poor 
language skills. Many wonder how that can be with Writing Across the Curriculum and 
Writing in the Discipline in place. The battle for marked writing improvement has been 
waged, but it has yet to be won. Students and teachers must devote the time and effort 
necessary to mastering more than rote grammar and punctuation skills. They must truly 
learn writing is not merely an act, but rather a process. Because of this national combined 
movement, researchers have agreed one of the most effective techniques for teaching 
writing is process writing (Unger & Fleischman, 2004).  
Because process writing entails more than merely producing and publishing a 
written work, the guidelines that frame the process writing model must be examined. 
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Specifically how these guidelines address writing in a particular context or area of 
specialization is important to consider when designing an effective and successful 
curriculum. At Oklahoma State University, the College of Agricultural Sciences and 
Natural Resources has many majors and emphasis areas for students. The College Board 
Report of the National Commission on Writing for America’s Families, Schools and 
Colleges (2004) declared, “Educational institutions interested in rewarding and 
remunerative work should concentrate on developing graduates’ writing skills” (p. 19). 
The Commissions’ findings are not fodder for new discussion, rather a rehashing of the 
need for a ‘back to the basics’ approach to the overarching subject. Parallel to the Writing 
Across the Curriculum movement, Faigley and Miller (1982) found writing on the job did 
indeed influence an employee’s success within a company. Therefore, whether we look at 
20 years ago or today, it appears regardless of their chosen field of study, students must 
be able to write proficiently if they are to be successful in today’s business world. In a 
2004 interview (The Corporate Citizen) , U.S. Secretary of Education Rod Paige 
advocated for the U.S. educational system laying a foundation for students: 
Students need a solid foundation in reading, mathematics, writing, critical 
thinking, communication, history, and computer skills. When they receive this 
from our educational system, they have the skills necessary to learn and grow. 
That is what educational programs strive to provide worldwide. Success in doing 
this job is a predictor of success in acquiring other skills, meaningful 
employment, and career choices. 
Experiential learning theorists, such as John Dewey (1938) and Jean Piaget 
(1952), long ago established the criteria of students learning by doing. In writing, this 
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holds especially true. Educators cannot expect students to improve writing performance 
without the opportunity to spend considerable amounts of time writing. Educators at the 
post-secondary level are beyond teaching students what to think, they must guide 
students in how to think. Indeed, Monroe affirmed, “Effective writing is central to the 
work of higher education” (2003, p. 5).  Tsui (2002) stated in teaching students how to 
think we are developing much more than efficient writers: 
Higher-order cognitive skills, such as the ability to think critically, are invaluable 
to students’ futures; they prepare individuals to tackle a multitude of challenges 
that they are likely to face in their personal lives, careers, and duties as 
responsible citizens. Moreover, by instilling critical thinking in students we 
groom individuals to become independent lifelong learners – thus fulfilling one of 
the long-term goals of the educational enterprise (p. 740).  
Thus, it is logical to assume students who spend more time writing in all classrooms are 
better prepared and more successful in writing and ultimately life as a result.  
Problem Statement 
 The necessity of writing is apparent to business and academia; yet many college 
graduates today still lack the fundamental writing skills necessary to succeed. Institutions 
of higher education are not fully preparing students for success if they do not emphasize 
and teach the importance of writing across all disciplines and in all fields of study. This 
study seeks to determine if the use of the process writing model curriculum improves the 
writing performance of students in an agricultural-context communications course. 
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Purpose 
The purpose of this study was to test the writing skills of students enrolled in an 
agricultural writing course at Oklahoma State University, and to determine if the use of a 
process writing model used in an agricultural-context course would improve students’ 
writing ability upon completion of the course. The assumption was students who were in 
the course section using the process writing model guidelines would achieve greater 
improvement in writing skills, as well as attitude toward the task of writing in general. 
Writing ability was measured by students’ grade point average in previous English 
courses at the university level, as well as standardized test scores.   
The need for the study materialized as a result of students enrolling in the 3000-
level course often having poor or inadequate writing ability. The students range in major 
from all departments in the College of Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources, yet 
many seemed to share the phenomena of not being able to write well as a whole, based on 
course assignments and previous English course grades. While the course being used to 
study the problem is generally taken as a third credit course in fulfillment of English 
credits, many students enter the class with little or no measurable improvement having 
been made as a result of taking the previous two courses.  
Definitions 
Writing Across the Curriculum – Writing movement begun in the 1980s in response to a 
perceived deficit of student writing ability (Stanley & Ambron, 1991). 
Writing in the Discipline – Writing movement that emphasizes writing in context-specific 
areas (Ochsner & Fowler, 2004). 
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Agriculture – The broad industry engaged in the production of plants and animals for 
food and fiber, the provision of agricultural supplies and services, and the processing, 
marketing, and distribution of agricultural products (Herren, 1991). 
Process Writing – Method of teaching writing through a distinct process evolving from 
prewriting to a final product (Unger & Fleischman, 2004). 
National Writing Project – Professional development network of teachers designed to 
assist instructors in improving the teaching of writing in secondary classrooms (National 
Writing Project & Nagin, 2003).  
Writing – Originating and creating a unique verbal construct that is graphically recorded 
(Emig, 1977). 
Research Questions 
 The following research questions guided the study: 
1. What are the selected characteristics of students enrolled in the 
Communicating Agriculture to the Public (AGCM 3103) course at 
Oklahoma State University during the fall semester of 2005? 
2. What is the effect of a process writing model curriculum on student 
writing performance in an agricultural-context course, as measured by a 
writing assessment rubric? 
3. Do students differ in their perceptions of writing in an agricultural-context 
course, based upon their participation in a process writing model 
curriculum? 
4. Do students perceive teaching method and instructor style as affecting 
writing achievement in an agricultural-context communications course? 
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5. Do students see the necessity for being able to write effectively in their 
professional life upon graduation, based upon written feedback? 
Null Hypotheses 
 The following null hypotheses guided this study: 
H01 There is no difference in writing skills between the two study groups as 
measured by students’ grades in the course. 
H02 There is no difference in writing skills between the two study groups on a 
descriptive writing assignment as measured by the New SAT® Essay scoring guide. 
H03 There is no difference in writing skills between the two study groups on a 
philosophy/profile writing assignment as measured by the New SAT® Essay scoring 
guide. 
Scope of the Study 
The scope of this study was confined to students enrolled in a course section of 
AGCM 3103 during the 2005 fall semester at Oklahoma State University. The total 
number of students tested was 58 (N=58) with 30 control participants and 28 treatment 
group participants.  
Assumptions of the Study 
 The following assumptions were made concerning this study: 
1. The control group instructor did not teach different assignments to students 
enrolled in the Communicating Agriculture to the Public course.  
2. The control group and treatment group instructors did not discuss the 
experiment while it was in progress. 
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3. The treatment group instructor presented the process writing treatment lessons 
as they were developed by the researcher based on the literature review. 
4. The treatment group instructor presented two pre-determined lessons 
following the process writing treatment. 
5. Each student performed to the best of his or her ability on each assignment. 
Delimitations of the Study 
 The study was delimited to 58 (N=58) students enrolled in the Communicating 
Agriculture to the Public course during the fall semester of 2005 at Oklahoma State 
University. 
Limitations of the Study 
 The following were limitations of the study: 
1. The researcher taught the treatment section of the course and had previously 
taught the course in its traditional manner. This may have affected the 
outcome of the process writing treatment and how it improved students’ 
writing performance. 
2. The process writing treatment itself has not been found as the premier method 
for teaching writing at the post-secondary level. While research does indicate 
it is effective, no research was found that concludes definitively it is the most 
effective method for improving students’ ability to write at the college level.  
3. The researcher conducted the qualitative interviews and served as the 
treatment instructor for the study and therefore may have unduly affected the 
findings reached because of students’ desires to answer affirmatively.  
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Significance of the Study 
 The results of this study are significant in addressing how to improve the writing 
performance of students at the collegiate and university level. Writing movements of the 
past have focused on Writing Across the Curriculum and Writing in the Disciplines, yet 
today we are at a crossroads once again with students graduating from college without a 
significant grasp on effective writing. Universities across the nation recognize this 
shortcoming and are being forced to reconcile for not placing the appropriate emphasis 
on writing and the higher-order critical thinking skills writing fosters in students. Many 
top colleges across the country are revamping their writing courses, creating a “slew of 
new, required, topic-based courses” (Bartlett, 2003, p. 1). While this particular study 
places emphasis on a context-specific course, the results are applicable in all disciplines 
and fields of study. Improving the writing performance of students is a surmountable 
task, yet one that may be addressed through the provision of changing students’ attitudes 
and perspectives on writing; it being truly a process, rather than a product never to be 
looked at again. 
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CHAPTER II 
 
 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
The review of literature section is divided into six separate areas that serve to 
provide background information about the topic and lay the groundwork for addressing 
each of the five research questions. The first section lays the theoretical groundwork for 
the study and establishes its significance. The second section examines the definition of 
writing and its role in academia. It also addresses the importance of writing in higher 
education as preparation for students’ success in life. The third section looks at the 
Writing Across the Curriculum movement, the Writing in the Discipline movement, and 
the National Writing Project. It explores the role these three movements played in making 
writing a national priority in the U.S. educational system. The fourth section reviews the 
theory of writing as a process and addresses the steps necessary for students to undertake 
in process writing. In addition, it addresses the different approaches to learning and 
explores the relationship of how students learn, their attitudes and their success in 
writing. The fifth section examines the need for writing and the functionality of it in 
classrooms of higher education. The final section looks at the future and what it holds for 
writing on the college campus. 
Theoretical Framework 
Before writing in itself can be addressed, it is important to lay the theoretical 
framework serving as a basis for this study. Wiersma and Jurs (2005) defined a theory as 
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a framework for conducting research, and it can be used for synthesizing and explaining 
(through generalizations) research results” (p.21). Thus the theoretical framework 
provides the researcher with a basis from which to begin, expand and explain processes 
or activities. Creswell (1994) grouped theories into three different types based on the 
theory’s specificity or generality: grand theories, middle-range theories, and substantive 
theories. The theoretical framework proposed in this study is substantive in nature, and as 
such fulfills the criteria set forth by Creswell (1994): “Substantive theories offer 
explanations in a restricted setting and are limited in scope, often being expressed as 
propositions or hypotheses” (p. 4). 
 As a substantive theoretical frame for the study, the researcher supposes writing is 
beneficial to students in all aspects of life. Boscolo and Carotti (2003) stated, “Writing, 
like reading, is a cross-disciplinary ability which also ‘serves’ subjects other than 
language skills” (p. 198). Based on the literature that supports writing improving critical 
thinking skills, it can be assumed writing contributes to higher-order thinking and overall 
is effective as a learning tool. Reaves, Flowers, and Jewell (1993) lay the foundation for 
writing as a form of learning by stating, “. . . when students write, they process 
information in a physical, tangible form” (p. 34). This principle fits nicely with Bloom, 
Englehart, Furst, Hill and Krathwohl’s (1956) definition of higher-order thinking: 
“analysis or understanding of the new situation, a background of knowledge of methods 
which could be readily utilized, and some facility in discerning the appropriate relations 
between previous experience and the new situation” (Whittington, 1995, p. 32). 
Furthermore, Wade and Tavris (1987) defined critical thinking as “the ability and 
willingness to assess claims and make objective judgments on the basis of well-suspected 
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reasons” (pp. 308-309). As such, it can be further assumed writing is a logical and 
effective mechanism for education as a whole. Emig (1997) pointed out that many 
notable psychologists imply writing plays a heuristic role in learning: 
Lev Vygotsky, A.R. Luria, and Jerome Bruner, for example, have all pointed out 
that higher cognitive functions, such as analysis and synthesis, seem to develop 
most fully only with the support system of verbal language—particularly, it 
seems, of written language (Vygotsky, 1962, as cited in Emig, 1977, p. 122).  
Whittington (1995) addressed the necessity for promoting higher-order thinking skills in 
students, and it is logical to recognize the correlation between writing, critical thinking, 
and learning. To write, students must think, and to think, students must learn. Wade 
concluded, “Writing is an essential ingredient in critical thinking instruction” (1995, p. 
24). Indeed, Murray (1973) advocated, “Writing with the language of words (or in 
mathematics with the language of figures) is the most precise and disciplined form of 
thinking” (p. 1235). Klein (1999) affirmed students who write frequently will at a 
minimum become better communicators, and at a higher level the activity of writing may 
assist students to “think critically and construct new knowledge” (p. 204).  However, as is 
evidenced by the newfound push for improved writing performance of college graduates, 
writing to learn and fostering critical thinking skills is not always achieved in the 
classroom. A change is in order that will undeniably force students to write, think and 
learn in all classrooms and at all levels of the educational system. E.M. Forster summed it 
up well: “How do I know what I think till I see what I say?” (Brainy Quote).  
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Defining Writing and its Importance 
 While the origins of writing are debatable, it appears writing evolved from some 
form of conceptual reproduction (Christin, 2001). Christin (2001) claimed, “The 
emergence of writing depended upon the creation of fundamental concepts that made it 
possible to analyze the world and permitted self-expression” (p. 23). Archaeological 
evidence pointed to the Sumerians development of writing in 3200 or 3300 B.C. 
(Wilford, 1999). According to Wilford, this type of pictorial writing gradually evolved 
from the conceptual to abstract, but it was not until much later that it came to represent 
actual spoken language (1999). Following along roughly the same time line, the Egyptian 
hieroglyphics evolved, followed by a more widespread use of writing in the third 
millennium B.C. (Wilford, 1999). He stated writing was developed in southern Iran, as 
well as Pakistan, western India, Syria, Crete and parts of Turkey; this was followed by 
the development of writing in China toward the end of the second millennium B.C. Many 
scientists and scholars argue the first writings grew out of the recordings of economic 
information (Wilford, 1999). Regardless, writing as we know it today has been modified 
and perfected throughout the decades to meet societal needs. Today, as we become more 
of a digital society, some may blame the demise of writing on the Internet and e-mail. 
However, the fact remains writing is a permanent marker of information, and regardless 
of purpose, plays a large role in societal well being.  
Dating back to the inception of the Writing Across the Curriculum and Writing in 
the Discipline movements, writing was defined in 1977 as, “Originating and creating a 
unique verbal construct that is graphically recorded” (Emig, p. 123). Interpreted loosely, 
this explains that writing involves more than merely putting words on paper; it is the 
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externalization of thoughts (Lavelle & Zuercher, 2001). Biggs (1988) further delineated 
upon the definition claiming, “It is a complex activity involving attentional demands at 
multiple levels: thematic, paragraph, sentence, grammatical and lexical” (p. 185). 
Alamargot and Chanquoy (2001) declared writing involves choosing the most suitable 
words for each idea proposed, following very rigorous grammatical guidelines, and using 
proper punctuation to translate the linguistic relationships linking ideas. Thus, while the 
process of writing is intricate, the significance of clear and cohesive writing is apparent.  
The nonprofit organization Achieve (2004) reported the ability to write well has emerged 
as an increasingly important skill in the 21st century. They further declared the skills 
involved in writing help to prepare students for the real world, where it is imperative they 
be able to write quickly and succinctly. However, reports on national education point out 
the writing skills of the majority of high school graduates are less than proficient (Enders, 
2001). In a study regarding state government, the College Board Report of the National 
Commission on Writing for America’s Families, Schools, and Colleges surmised, “In 
today’s technology-driven ecomony, more people than ever before are required to use the 
written word, yet writing continues to be an undervalued discipline” (2005, p. 3). One 
respondent in the study (College Board, 2005, p. 22) stated, “English composition seems 
to have fallen off the list of things that count in college.” This indicates higher education 
may need to undertake the role of training students to write well. If institutions of higher 
education are to train students to write proficiently, it is logical to assume they must come 
to the university with basic skills intact. Yet, far too often many students come to college 
lacking the basic academic skills needed to succeed. Grimes (1997) claimed under-
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prepared students faced greater apprehension, lower completion rates, as well as greater 
attrition.   
A survey (2004) of business professionals done by the College Board and the 
National Commission on Writing for America’s Families, Schools, and Colleges found 
good writing is expected in today’s professional world. The survey concluded, 
“Individual opportunity in the United States depends critically on the ability to present 
one’s thoughts coherently, cogently, and persuasively on paper” (College Board, 2004, p. 
5). In fact, Moss (1995) conducted a corporate study of chief executive officers, human 
resources managers, and directors of training and found respondents were generally 
dissatisfied with college graduates’ communications skills. One respondent stated, “Our 
experience with college grads concerning communication has been poor. They cannot 
write, they cannot speak, and generally have poor communication skills” (p. 74). Studies 
such as this, among other factors, have led college instructors to include in their teaching 
pedagogy the enactment of discipline-specific writing in courses across the curriculum.    
A 2003 published survey (Light) regarding the relationship between 
undergraduates’ level of engagement and amount of writing for a course found, “Of all 
skills they want to strengthen, writing is mentioned three times more than any other” (p. 
28). Light (2003) found overall students believe writing plays a central role in their 
academic and life success. The College Board’s state government study (2005) found 
writing is indeed essential in state government, and arguably so with its nearly 2.7 million 
strong employee pool.  The study indicated “the requirements for writing clarity, 
accuracy, and facility in moving along different audiences are even more demanding in 
state government than in corporate America” (p. 27).  
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The continuous need for improving writing remains apparent three decades after it 
was first highlighted with the 1975 Newsweek cover story highlighting the decline of 
writing instruction in the public school system and advocating for responding to this 
national crisis (Tchudi, 1986). While the Newsweek article indeed exaggerated the 
declining literacy of college students, it did serve to catapult writing to the forefront of 
American concern and led to the induction of several national writing movements that 
shaped how writing continues to be taught in institutions of higher education today.  
Writing Movements 
Three of the most recent, recognizable and significant writing endeavors at the 
secondary and post-secondary levels in the U.S. are Writing Across the Curriculum, the 
National Writing Project, and Writing in the Discipline. The first two movements began 
in the 1970s and the latter evolved in the mid-1980s. The Writing Across the Curriculum 
movement stemmed from the paradigm shift in writing theory in the late 1950s and early 
1960s that moved writing from a product-oriented endeavor to a process-oriented 
undertaking (Stanley & Ambron, 1991). In contrast, the National Writing Project was a 
direct result of the perceived writing crisis experienced in the mid-1970s and called for a 
“back to basics” approach in American schools (National Writing Project & Nagin, 
2003). The Writing in the Discipline focus evolved from the previous two movements 
and was linked with composition scholars who advocated student concentration in a 
specific field of study (Ochsner & Fowler, 2004). All three movements are significant in 
the focus now placed upon writing skills for students in the American educational system. 
 The earliest Writing Across the Curriculum faculty seminar was held at Central 
College in 1969-70 and another early program occurred in 1974 and 1975 at Carlton 
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College, which instituted the first faculty development workshops for Writing Across the 
Curriculum (Bazerman, Little, Bethel, Chavkin, Fouquette & Garufis, 2005). The idea 
took its roots, however, from the work of James Britton and others in England in the 
1960s in their study of young children (Ochsner & Fowler, 2004). Britton used the 
theories of Piaget and Vygotsky to form the tenets of his argument that language was 
indeed a way of learning (Tchudi, 1986). Janet Emig (Tchudi, 1986) expanded upon this 
concept by advancing “the notion that writing is a unique mode of learning because it 
involves three patterns: enactive (learning by doing), iconic (learning through images), 
and symbolic (learning through representations)” (p. 15). Stanley and Ambron (1991) 
made the argument that faculty in all disciplines should, therefore, assist students with 
communication in writing because writing plays a central role in the learning process. 
They further stated the faculty workshops at Carlton ultimately led to a college-wide 
adherence for responsibility of writing. This in turn inspired other institutions to 
implement similar programs for faculty based upon a uniform pedagogical theory; 
resulting in the movement we see today that encompasses schools across America as well 
as abroad. Sorenson (1991) surmised that as a result of Writing Across the Curriculum, 
“Most students experienced less apprehension about writing and felt they were better 
writers – writing more varied, more complex, and more mature pieces – after only a year 
in a school-wide writing-across-the-curriculum project” (p. 2). Harris and Schaible 
(1997) stated, “Writing-intensive teaching methods may also improve student analytical 
skills” (p. 34). Using Writing Across the Curriculum can benefit students in profound 
manners, and even serve to encourage higher-order thinking skills (Harris & Schaible, 
1997). They advocated the process involved in writing becomes “more complex than 
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simply learning and repeating a set of facts” (p. 34). McLeod (1989) emphasized from the 
onset it is important to differentiate for educators in higher education that the program of 
Writing Across the Curriculum is more than merely adding more writing to all 
classrooms. She (McLeod, 1989) stated it is “. . . one that is closely tied with thinking and 
learning, one that will bring about changes in teaching as well as in student writing” (p. 
343). Following closely behind this movement for teaching writing in all disciplines is 
the movement for improving the teaching of writing in U.S. secondary schools.  
 Whereas the Writing Across the Curriculum project addresses incorporating 
writing into all classrooms, the National Writing Project is a professional development 
network that began in 1973 at the University of California, Berkeley (National Writing 
Project & Nagin, 2003). The lengths to which the program reaches today extend to more 
than 175 sites in 50 states, Washington, D.C., Puerto Rico, and the U.S. Virgin Islands. 
Lieberman and Wood (2002) summarized that the National Writing Project helps 
teachers improve how they teach writing and fosters student learning through learning 
communities at the different sites across the country. They elaborated by declaring each 
site grows from a school-university partnership in which teachers attend a five-week 
invitational institute staffed by university and school-based personnel. Lieberman and 
Wood (2002) stated, “These opportunities to write and reflect with other teachers help 
create an ongoing social network of teachers that develops throughout the year” (p. 40).  
 The link between writing and learning established by Writing Across the 
Curriculum and the National Writing Project naturally led to context-specific writing in 
varying fields of study. Even though Writing Across the Curriculum had been widely 
used in schools since the mid-1980s, the National Assessment of Educational Progress 
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found there was little progress in improved writing performance during the past 25 years. 
The idea of writing in content areas expanded to become not only a method for teaching 
writing, but also a means of improving student education (Tchudi, 1986). Tchudi (1986) 
stated, “The college student who writes in the content fields will not only be a better 
writer, but a better thinker, a more liberally educated man or woman” (p. 16). While 
proponents of Writing in the Discipline emphasize the effectiveness of writing in a 
context-specific area cannot only improve writing, but education overall, the available 
literature has not emphatically garnered research data to substantiate this logical claim. 
Johnson and Holcombe (1993) recommended “writing tasks be integrated throughout the 
curriculum in order to promote higher level thinking skills” (p. 155). Therefore, the 
challenge for proponents of writing is to find the appropriate technique for teaching 
writing that facilitates both overall educational learning and improved writing 
performance of students.   
 The Writing Across the Curriculum, National Writing Project, and Writing in the 
Discipline endeavors strive to improve the writing of students in America, yet each 
approaches the task in a different manner. These writing movements that began more 
than three decades ago still hold true today as we encounter the same concerns of 
insufficient student writing skills. However, today the spotlight shines more prominently 
on higher education and its role in the process of preparing graduates for the workplace. 
The U.S. Department of Education’s National Center for Education Statistics (p. 70, as 
cited in the National Writing Project & Nagin, 2003) asserted: 
Effective writing skills are important in all stages of life from early education  
to future employment. In the business world, as well as in school, students 
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 must convey complex ideas and information in a clear, succinct manner.  
Inadequate writing skills, therefore, could inhibit achievement across the  
curriculum and in future careers, while proficient writing skills help students  
convey ideas, deliver instructions, analyze information, and motivate others (p. 3). 
While it is abundantly clear that writing matters, the dilemma as to how to most 
effectively make students proficient writers is something we are still tackling today. 
Sublett (1993) noted, “A lifetime of professional writing faces many students who we 
annually launch from our colleges and universities into the world of work. Too many 
students leave the campus unprepared for this critical aspect of their careers” (p. 11).  
Writing in Agriculture 
 As is evidenced by the literature applauding the necessity of strong writing skills 
by students upon entrance into the workplace, the value of sound writing in particular 
disciplines is likewise significant. Cobia (1986) confirmed that an inability to 
communicate is indeed one of the most important factors agricultural graduates have to 
contend with. However, he acknowledged (Cobia, 1986) this dilemma is not confined to 
agriculture alone and “seems to be fairly general regardless of discipline or geographic 
region” (p. 22). Cobia (1986) stated there are three substantial reasons for integrating 
writing into agricultural courses. First, writing takes on a different perspective in different 
fields of study; therefore, students must learn to write proficiently within their particular 
context. Secondly, students naturally will be predisposed to taking writing more seriously 
when they can see the necessity and applicability of it within their chosen profession, and 
finally, as the literature affirms, writing augments the learning process across all subject 
areas.  
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As in any field of study, students in agriculture must be able to get their point 
across, whether it is in oral or written form. In training students to be prepared, Kastman 
and Booker (1998) avowed that writing across the curriculum in agriculture, similarly to 
other disciplines, is not only a valuable learning activity, but also one that transcends the 
college campus and benefits individuals in the workplace. A study conducted in 1960 
(Simonds) reported that in a survey of upper-level managers, approximately 80% stated 
writing as the most frequently used skill developed in college, thereby making the case 
that today in agriculture and nearly all other professions, writing is indeed important. 
Like many teachers and instructors at both the secondary and post-secondary levels, 
Kastman and Booker (1998) stated agriculture teachers are increasing the amount of 
writing in their classrooms so they more closely resemble that which graduates will face 
in the workplace. In fact, Scanlon and Baxter (1993) recommended, “Courses offered in 
the College of Agricultural Sciences should emphasize writing’s importance in a 
student’s career by expanding writing activities and instruction in content area courses” 
(p. 10). In two context-specific case studies by Coker and Scarboro (1990), they found 
increasing writing in an upper-division context course allowed students to learn more. “It 
reinforces the idea of students gaining greater control over their own learning, changing 
from passive recipients to active producers of knowledge” (p. 222).  
Incorporating writing into the classroom, whether that is primary, secondary or 
post-secondary, has risen to the surface as an essential attribute for employees in all fields 
of the job market today. Just as Aaron (1996) implied that animal science teachers at the 
college level are preparing the next generation of leaders for animal agriculture, 
agricultural faculty at the post-secondary level are indeed preparing tomorrow’s leaders 
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in agriculture. In a study using writing to promote thinking in a first year agriculture 
course, Roberts-Nkrumah (2005) found that to improve thinking of students, they must be 
first convinced writing was thinking and it was indeed a process. Teaching students 
sufficient writing skills is a task faced by teachers at all educational levels and one that 
reaches far beyond writing alone to incorporate critical thinking and subject matter 
comprehension. Harris and Schaible (1997) stated writing within a subject matter indeed 
assists students in addressing life: 
As students write within a subject matter and learn to analyze an argument, they 
discover how the argument is constructed and become familiar with how 
“experts” in various disciplines think and communicate. Students gain access to 
intra-discipline conflicts and consider fundamental issues around the nature, uses, 
and abuses of authority. This process is considerably more complex than simply 
learning and repeating a set of facts. Indeed, this process exposes students to the 
sorts of higher-order thinking skills that prepare them to critique their world and 
to formulate solutions to complex problems (p. 34). 
Writing Development 
 Learning to write is typically learned, practiced, and perfected through 
elementary, secondary, and even post-secondary education. While the age level of when 
to teach children to write has shifted over the years, it has emerged to encompass more 
than mere penmanship (Applebee, 2000). The most recent and extensive assessment of 
writing in secondary schools came in 1988 with the National Study of Writing in the 
Secondary School, funded by the National Institute of Education (Applebee, 1984). 
Applebee stated, “In general, the study found that writing activities were limited in both 
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scope and frequency” (1984, p. 589). As a result of this pivotal study and others, 
Applebee (1984) concluded: 
Studies of the nature of instruction make it clear that school writing tasks are, on 
the whole, extremely limited and unrewarding. Although simply increasing the 
amount of writing that students are expected to do would seem worthwhile, it is 
unclear that this would necessarily lead to a major change in the types of 
knowledge – and the levels of reasoning – that are important (p. 591).       
In discussing writing development in education, Applebee (2000) summarized that 
almost all can be “roughly categorized as emphasizing purposes for writing, fluency and 
writing conventions, the structure of the final product, or strategic product – each of 
which applies a different emphasis in curriculum assessment” (p. 92).  
 Writing is undoubtedly a difficult and tedious product to teach and assess, 
whether at the secondary or post-secondary level. It is, however, integral to education and 
learning, and as such must be taught. As a testament to its significance, the SAT® has 
recently added a new essay section to the standardized test required for entry into most 
national colleges or universities. Carol Jago (as cited in Manzo, 2005), a California High 
School English teacher, stated, “I think it will impact the curriculum in a good way, 
because it will put more of a focus on writing, particularly expository writing” (p. 17). 
Applebee (2000) advocated [writing development]: 
It is confounded with language development and more generally, as well as with 
the development of content knowledge in particular domains. (Even the best 
writers will write unsuccessfully in a completely unfamiliar domain.) Indeed, 
performance on most of the components of writing achievement varies with topic 
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and type of writing: vocabulary, syntactical patterns, fluency, patterns of errors, 
organizing structures, and even writing processes will all vary from one topic of 
type of writing to another (p. 103).  
Thus, while multiple considerations must be taken into account with writing instruction, 
that which challenges students ultimately to reason and think is far above that which only 
asks students to regurgitate information or summarize materials.  
Process Writing 
  There are arguably many different approaches to teaching writing; Vanessa 
Steele (n.d.) argued that one method is not necessarily right, while the others are wrong. 
However, as a result of the emphasis placed on writing, researchers have now developed 
a consensus on the most effective approach to writing instruction (Unger & Fleischman, 
2004). Flowers and Hayes (1981) termed this method as process writing and developed it 
as a result of a study that looked at the steps accomplished writers used as they wrote (as 
cited in Unger & Fleischman, 2004). The original 1980 Flowers and Hayes model of 
process writing dealt with cognitive processes and consisted roughly of three parts: the 
task environment, the cognitive processes involved in writing, and the writer’s long-term 
memory (Hayes, 2000). Hayes (2000) stated the task environment is in essence 
everything that lies beyond the writer’s control, the cognitive processes include planning, 
translating, and revising, and the writer’s long-term memory component includes 
knowledge of topic and audience. Flowers and Hayes (Unger & Fleischman, 2004) 
identified the process as “planning and organizing ideas, translating ideas into text, and 
revising the result” (p. 90). “Most research today supports the view that writing is 
recursive, that it does not proceed linearly but instead cycles and recycles through 
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subprocesses” (National Writing Project and Nagin, 2003, p. 25). What has resulted from 
Flower and Hayes’ (Unger & Fleischman, 2004) research of process writing is a “set of 
instructional guidelines for five stages of the writing process: (1) engaging in prewriting 
tasks; (2) creating an initial draft; (3) revising the text; (4) editing for conventions; and 
(5) publishing or presenting a polished final draft” (p. 90).  
 Since the original model’s inception some 25 years ago, Hayes (2000) has 
proposed a revision of the process writing model that entails only two major elements: 
the task environment and the individual. He stated the task environment consists of social 
and physical components, while the individual entails motivation and affect, cognitive 
processes, and both short-term and long-term memory. Hayes’ surmised there are four 
main differences between the original model and his newly revised model (2000). His 
new model stresses a writer’s working memory, as well as the need for a writer to 
comprehend and understand both visual-spatial representations and linguistic 
representations. In addition, Hayes also stressed the role of both motivation and affect in 
writing. And finally, he reorganized the cognitive section of the model to include the 
sections of text interpretation, reflection, and text production. While these recent changes 
represent changes in focus, the writing process model as a whole still can be grouped 
under the original three tenets of planning and organizing ideas, translating ideas into 
text, and revising the end result (Hayes, 2000).  
In a report on academic writing research prepared by the Sylvan Research Center 
(2005), Sylvan concluded, “It is safe to say that almost all English classes, even those in 
the youngest grades, have come to incorporate the steps (and even usually the exact terms 
for) the Writing Process: prewriting, drafting, revising, editing and publishing” (Mitchell 
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& Bavaria, 2005, p. 1). According to Steele (n.d.), a process approach to writing places 
more emphasis on activities that “promote the development of language use; 
brainstorming, group discussion, rewriting” (p. 1). Indeed, many language-based 
organizations endorse the process writing approach. The Great Source Education Group 
(n.d.) advocated “The National Council of Teachers of English, the International Reading 
Association, and most state standards have adopted the process writing approach as the 
recommended way of teaching writing . . .” (p. 1). Bruffee (1983) and Faigley (1985) 
agreed and stated teachers have transformed classrooms into learning communities, with 
the focus of writing having progressed from written products to process writing, and as 
ways of making knowledge obtainable have evolved into a collaborative or social 
perspective. 
 Jolene Borgese with the Great Source Education Group (n.d.) stated, “Explicitly 
teaching each step in the writing process helps struggling writers see that good writing is 
a result of effort and can be improved with practice” (p. 1). Borgese further stated process 
writing allows writing to be achievable for all students, and in addition can help to defy 
the fear factor faced by many struggling writers (Great Source Education Group, n.d.). 
Stanley (n.d.) stated: 
The process approach treats all writing as a creative act which requires time and 
positive feedback to be done well. In process writing, the teacher moves away 
from being someone who sets students’ writing topic and receives the finished 
product for correction without any intervention in the writing process itself (p. 1).   
While it undoubtedly requires additional classroom time be spent on writing, it allows 
feedback before the final product, and research has shown that feedback is most useful 
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between drafts and does little to improve student writing after the product has been turned 
in for a grade (Stanley). Murray (1973) equated the writing process to that used by 
writers: 
The teacher and the students must understand that writing is a process of 
discovery. This process can be identified by a close study of how publishing 
writers in all genres write most of the time. They do not follow an absolute and 
rigid procedure; their writing is flexible, varying according to the writer and the 
writing task, but the process can be revealed to students and practiced by them (p. 
1236). 
 Whirry (1999), in her Statement on the NAEP 1998 Writing Report Card, stated writing 
is a skill and is not something that can be learned and perfected overnight. In fact, 
research by the National Assessment of Educational Programs, points to writing being a 
recursive process. The writing process is actually very chaotic; it does not move from one 
point to the next sequentially; it moves through stages (Hairston, 1982). “The mature 
writer rethinks ideas throughout the process of writing. Through pre-writing, drafting, 
responding to peers, and drafting again, the writer’s thoughts are clarified, organized, and 
perfected” (Whirry, 1999, p. 2). In Furneaux’s (Johnson & Johnson,1998) explanation of 
process writing she offered a model to ascribe to and stated, “White and Arndt’s diagram 
offers teachers a framework which tries to capture the recursive, not linear, nature of 
writing” (p. 3) (Figure 1.). 
Hill (1992) advocated encouraging the principles of process writing as one of 
three issues crucial to improving instructional practices in writing. As a part of the 
process writing approach, revision is perhaps the key that may unlock the learning 
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potential for students. Lehr (1995) defined it as “the heart of the writing process—the 
means by which ideas emerge and evolve and meanings are clarified” (p. 1). In addition,  
 
Flower (1994) stated, “Reflection is of great importance in the social cognitive view of 
the writing process because it is where writers gain control over their own writing and 
reading processes” (p. 233). Sensenbaugh (1990) summarized by stating if learning is to 
be accomplished through writing, the purpose of writing must change. The purpose 
should not be to summarize, but rather “to encourage the students to interact with each 
other and with their own ideas,” thereby allowing the process writing approach to enable 
both teachers and students to focus on writing to learn (Sensenbaugh, 1990, p. 382). 
Allowing for feedback is indeed one of the cornerstones of process writing. In a 2001 
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Harvard Study of Undergraduate Writing, Study Director Nancy Sommers (as cited in 
Harris, P., 2005) advocated: 
I think that the opportunity to get feedback on your writing is something very 
unusual about writing that gives it a societal role . . . . It is the most direct way 
that students interact with their college. Students in our study would say the 
writing process is incomplete without the feedback (p. 2).   
In discussing the benefits of process writing, it is beneficial to differentiate 
between the two most commonly held beliefs about the purposes of writing as a whole. 
These goals can be defined as writing to demonstrate learning and simply writing for 
learning (Elbow, 1994). Elbow conceptualized these differences by terming the two high 
stakes and low stakes writing, respectively. Elbow stated in low stakes writing, “The goal 
isn’t so much good writing as coming to learn, understand, remember, and figure out 
what you don’t yet know” (1994, p. 1). Kalman and Kalman (1998) affirmed this belief, 
noting “Writing to learn and learning to write allows exploration of the student’s own 
doubts, gaps in knowledge, and gropings for the answer” (p. 1). Just as professional 
writers seldom write one draft only of an essay, novel, or the like, students too must 
understand writing is indeed a process that requires a significant investment of time.   
In the spring of 1996, the National Center for Education Statistics stated evidence 
was present that suggested process writing was associated with higher average writing 
proficiency among students in elementary and secondary schools across the nation 
(Goldstein & Carr, 1996). This approach grew in popularity across time and as testimony 
to the process writing approach and its firm place in the U.S. educational system, the 
National Assessment of Educational Progress administered a test of writing to large 
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national samples of students (Unger & Fleischman, 2004). They reported (2004) those 
students who engage in the process writing approach score higher on the test. Unger and 
Fleischman (2004) concluded, “By focusing attention on an area of instruction that has 
often been overlooked, the process writing approach has had a significant impact on U.S. 
education” (p. 92). Goldstein and Carr (1996) stated while process writing does indeed 
seem to lead to higher performance for students who use its techniques, writing is an 
individual activity and some students may fare better with the approach than others, and 
higher performance does not necessarily indicate better writing.  
Approaches to Writing 
 Process writing indeed has made an impact, but this is not to say it is a fool-proof 
method for teaching writing or that engagement in it alone makes a proficient writer. 
Biggs (1988) stated writing strategies serve as a connection between the writer and the 
written product, with some being more effective than others depending on the student, the 
nature of the writing, and the learning environment. Biggs (1988) and Lavelle (1993) 
developed the approaches to writing model that “brings a relational perspective to 
understanding writing by accounting for the dynamic impact of writers’ beliefs and 
motives on writing strategies and outcomes” (Lavelle, Smith and O’Ryan, 2002, p. 400). 
The model looks at two different approaches students often take when writing: the deep 
approach and the surface approach. Biggs (2003) distinguished between the two 
approaches as a deep approach being based on active and meaningful involvement in the 
alteration of information, and the surface approach as having the goal of simply 
completing the writing. These differences in approaches to learning are likely to 
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influence a student’s success in writing, as well as his or her overall attitude toward the 
process. 
 Students who use the deep approach are generally those who feel a prescribed 
need to know and automatically focus on underlying concepts and themes (Biggs, 2003). 
Biggs characterized these deep learners by stating they are the students who enjoy 
learning and possess a genuine interest. On the opposite end of the spectrum are surface 
learners. These students typically do not garner joy in learning and see it as a task (Biggs, 
2003). Contrastingly, surface learners merely take information at its base value and 
choose to not delve deeper. Biggs (2003) summarized the relationship between students’ 
approaches to learning and teaching as, “surface and deep approaches to learning are not 
personality traits, as is sometimes thought, but are most usefully thought of as reactions 
to the teaching environment. Good teaching supports the deep approach and discourages 
the surface . . .” (p. 31). Writing is a reflective activity, and therefore, the approaches 
students adhere to in accomplishing writing must be considered as to how they relate 
attitudinally and in overriding effectiveness. While approaches to writing are indeed 
significant, so too are the differences in expectations found between high school and 
college teachers. 
 A 2000 study by ACT Inc. found high school and college teachers had differing 
views on what parts of writing were important for students to know. While college 
teachers expected basic skills like grammar to be known, high school teachers stressed 
organization of ideas in writing (ACT Newsroom, 2000). Cynthia Schmeiser stated, 
“Educators obviously need to communicate their differences to one another if we’re to 
help college-bound students cross the ‘preparation-gap’” (ACT, 2000, p. 1).  
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 Ernest Boyer (1983), then president of the Carnegie Foundation for the 
Advancement of Teaching, summed up the importance of writing and its link to thinking 
by stating: 
Clear writing leads to clear thinking; clear thinking is the basis for clear writing. 
Perhaps more than any other form of communication, writing holds us responsible 
for our words and ultimately makes us more thoughtful human beings (p. 90).  
Writing Apprehension 
 Research indicates attitude and performance are closely related (Pajares, 2003). 
Attitude toward subject matter definitively affects perception and with writing in 
particular, self-confidence is a critical element. Boscolo and Carotti (2003) affirmed the 
importance of attitude:  
Recent motivational research has shown that students’ attitude to a discipline – in 
this case writing – is not only a matter of liking, interest, or engagement. It is a 
pattern of interrelated components including beliefs, expectations, outcomes of 
previous successes or failures, which determine the way a student approaches a 
specific subject (p. 218).  
According to Pajares (2003), “Judgments of personal efficacy affect what students do by 
influencing the choices they make, the effort they expend, the persistence and 
perseverance they exert when obstacles arise, and the thought patterns and emotional 
reactions they experience” (p. 140). Students who possess anxiety toward writing may 
unconsciously influence their success in writing. Like many other learned skills, students 
often fear inadequacy will be discovered in writing when they are actually forced to write 
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something; yet, writing is simply not a skill that can be avoided (Great Source Education 
Group, n.d.). Daly (1978) labeled writing apprehension as: 
Conceived with a person’s general tendencies to approach or avoid situations 
perceived to demand writing accompanied by some amount of evaluation. The 
highly apprehensive individual finds writing unrewarding. Consequently, he or 
she will avoid, if possible, situations where writing is perceived as required. 
Further, when unavoidably placed in such situations, he or she will experience 
more than normal amounts of anxiety (p.10).   
Knudson (1995) concurred that because apprehension or anxiety of writing negatively 
affects student attitudes, the link between the two plays a major role in decisions made 
academically and occupationally. In 1975, Daly and Miller found mature college students 
who may not like to write, in turn may avoid writing, thereby leading them to elude 
careers that involve writing as well. Therefore, Knudson (1995) concluded writing 
anxiety can effect school success and ultimately career success, thus exploration of 
attitudes toward writing should be undertaken. 
 Van Rossum and Schenk (1984) asserted learning outcomes are affected by 
students’ beliefs. While Biggs’ paradigm differentiates between a student’s quest for 
learning by dividing students into surface and deep learner categories, he further expands 
upon the approach by including motivational factors and students’ level of focus. Biggs 
(1987) reasoned motivational factors juxtaposed with study habits are linked to the 
learning outcome. Lavelle and Zuercher (2001) emphasized learning approaches cannot 
be used to define students: 
Thus, approaches are not consistent personal differences, as stylistic models  
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such as those of Kolb and Schmeck would suggest, nor are they entirely 
determined by context. Rather, approaches represent an interaction between the 
learner and the situation of learning with strategies serving as a negotiating link 
leading to task outcomes (p. 375). 
Thus providing support for the idea that attitude and success are juxtaposed in the 
learning process and should be linked in academia.  Lavelle and Zuercher (2001) noted, 
“the key to facilitating writing at the university level is found in designing a high quality 
writing climate to include deep tasks, emphasis on revision and meaning, scaffolding, 
modeling, and integrating writing across content areas (relevance)” (p. 384). Kear, 
Coffman, McKenna, and Ambrosio (2000) stated, “If we are more knowledgeable about 
students’ attitudes toward writing, then our instructional practices can potentially benefit 
from this new information” (p. 1).   
Need for Writing 
While writing at one time was taught strictly in the English classroom, Writing 
Across the Curriculum, the National Writing Project, and Writing in the Discipline have 
changed all of this. The National Writing Project and Nagin (2003) reported, “It is 
striking how other disciplines have begun to incorporate research on the composition 
process into their own teaching strategies” (p. 25). Writing plays a crucial role in all 
fields of study, and this has been affirmed by the addition of writing on standardized 
tests. “It is an independent category in state and national standards and is assessed on 
state, national, and international achievement tests” (Unger & Fleischman, 2004, p. 90). 
Many faculty have begun to adopt the Writing Across the Curriculum philosophy into 
their own disciplines (Stanley & Ambron, 1991) and declare “writing initiates students in 
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to the modes of discourse in their disciplines” (p. 51). This should not be mistaken for 
meaning that writing is a generic skill, applicable in any classroom. Spear, McGrath, and 
Seymour (as cited in Stanley & Ambron, 1991) made the argument: 
If writing is really to count in the classroom, it must be because the intellectual  
structure of the classroom and the discipline demand it and because writing partly  
forms the intellectual structure of that classroom and that discipline. Insisting on a 
generic justification for writing leads to the detachment of reading and writing 
from the norms and practices of particular disciplines  . . . (p. 51). 
Writing can evoke learning in core subjects, and it is, therefore, vital it be 
included in classrooms where its merits are valued and recognized by students and 
teachers alike (National Writing Project & Nagin, 2003). Students need to come to 
understand the link between learning and writing. Paul and Elder (2005) qualified this by 
stating, “ . . . One cannot be a skilled thinker and a poor writer. It is, therefore, important 
students connect the development of intellectual discipline through writing with the 
ability to learn at deeper and deeper levels” (p. 41). Ridgley (2003) stated, “The 
Chronicle of Higher Education recently discovered something parents have known for at 
least the past 15 years—America’s universities don’t teach college kids how to write . . . 
at least, not how to write very well” (p.1). Ridgley placed the blame entirely with 
universities alone (2003). He confirmed his belief by documenting the radical shifts in 
writing instruction beginning to take place at prestigious universities across the nation 
such as Duke University (2003).  
The National Commission on Writing in America’s Schools and Colleges 
(Elevate writing instruction, 2003) documented the necessity for writing: “On federal 
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writing tests, only one of four students ranked as ‘proficient.’ About 17% of college 
freshmen require remedial writing classes: College officials say writing tops the list of 
the $1 billion a year they spend on remedial courses” (p. 4). The commission summarized 
the need for writing across disciplines by declaring that if education in America is to 
reach its fullest potential, a writing revolution must take place that yields to the power of 
language and communication and assigns it its proper place in the classroom (College 
Board, 2003).  
Future of Writing 
 Just as universities and colleges face enormous pressures and institutional 
demands, students today are facing new challenges in terms of what transferable skills 
and abilities they must possess to succeed in life. Paige (The Corporate Citizen, 2004) 
stated America invests more than any country except Switzerland in education, yet our 
students rank as merely average when compared to those in other industrialized countries. 
Additionally, Paige suggested our students are not prepared for the challenges they will 
face in a global marketplace. Parks and Goldblatt (2000) contended many students 
incorrectly assume they are striving to master vocational training in preparation for a job, 
when in fact they must “learn abilities that will sustain them through multiple career 
changes, new roles in marriage and community life, and forbidding political crises in the 
environment, economy, and social justice” (p. 586). This outlook paves the way for 
moving writing from merely across disciplines, and suggests moving it beyond the 
curriculum.  
The National Commission on Writing in America’s Schools suggested that while 
writing has taken a backseat to other skills learned in the classroom, it is not to say that 
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American students cannot write, they simply cannot write well (College Board, 2003). 
Stowers and Barker (2003) made this case by claiming that while effective writing skills 
can propel students in their careers, poor writing skills play a direct role in limiting their 
chances for success. Renewed emphasis must be placed on writing if we are to ensure 
today’s students succeed in an increasingly competitive and global marketplace. The 
National Commission on Writing for America’s Families, Schools, and Colleges found in 
a recent study that unless we devote attention to the development of such skills as 
writing, the U.S is but condemning many students to low-wage, hourly employment 
(College Board, 2004). Additionally, former Virginia Governor Mark Warner confirmed 
the imparity of writing (College Board, 2005) in his statement to the 2005 National 
Commission on Writing Report addressing state government: 
This survey confirms what governors and educators already know: strong writing 
skills, and the critical thinking skills associated with the ability to write well, are 
important prerequisites for success in college and work. The next generation of 
workers needs strong communication skills to compete for the best jobs in a 
global economy (p. 2).  
Indeed, as many universities are taking heed, writing courses at the undergraduate level 
must be restructured to emphasize the need for clear and concise writing. Eric Schneider 
of the University of Pennsylvania (Bartlett, 2003) stated, “Writing is the edifice on which 
the rest of education rests. If we don’t do that well, you have to wonder what we do well” 
(p. 6-7).  
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If knowledge is power, then writing is knowledge. If students can convey their 
thoughts effectively on paper, there is no limit to what they can accomplish. Abraham 
Lincoln (College Board, 2004) captured this notion long ago: 
Writing – the art of communicating thoughts to the mind – is the great invention 
of the world…Great, very great, in enabling us to converse with the dead, the 
absent, and the unborn, at all distances of time and space, and great not only in its 
direct benefits, but its great help to all other inventions (p. 36).   
Summary 
The literature is abundant with evidence that points to writing being an imperative 
component of classrooms from K-16. It is important to understand the writing 
movements of Writing Across the Curriculum, the National Writing Project, and Writing 
in the Discipline as they relate to the emphasis placed on writing in the American 
educational system. As a result of numerous investigations, researchers have concluded 
process writing offers the most logical and efficient way to address the teaching of 
writing in the classroom. In addition, the literature supports the notion that writing far 
transcends its historical place in the English classroom and is appropriate in any and all 
courses where learning takes place. Students most often approach learning (and writing) 
in two divergent manners, as surface learners and as deep learners. The distinction lies 
within what the student hopes to gain from the experience. Most recently, the College 
Board embarked on two benchmark studies that indicated writing remains to be 
entrenched in the classroom today, and if students are to succeed they must win the battle 
of being able to write well. Author Tamra Orr (2003) summed up the imparity of writing: 
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There isn’t a job you will have in your life that won’t involve the art of 
communicating clearly. Even if you aren’t going to be an author or a journalist, it 
doesn’t mean you get an automatic pass out of English class. The lessons you 
learn there aren’t ones you will leave behind—they are the ones you will access 
almost every day of your life, whatever path you choose to follow (p.1).
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CHAPTER III 
 
 
METHODOLOGY 
 
Chapter I discussed the importance of writing for students and employees alike in 
today’s society. It addressed the need for improving the writing performance of students 
based on industry expectations and desires for college graduates. The purpose of this 
study was to examine the writing skills of students enrolled in an agricultural writing 
course and determine if the use of a process writing model used in an agricultural-context 
course improved students’ writing ability. The assumption was that students who were 
taught the course using a process writing model curriculum would improve their writing 
performance more than students taught the material in the traditional manner. The 
methodology for this study was adapted from a study completed in a secondary English 
classroom (Carney, 1996). The study addressed the following research questions: 
1. What is the effect of a process writing curriculum on student writing 
performance in an agricultural-context course, as measured by a writing 
assessment rubric? 
2. What are the selected characteristics of students enrolled in the 
Communicating Agriculture to the Public (AGCM 3103) course at 
Oklahoma State University during the fall semester of 2005? 
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3. Do students differ in their perceptions of writing in an agricultural-context 
course, based upon their participation in a process writing curriculum? 
4. Do students perceive teaching method and instructor style as affecting 
writing achievement in an agricultural-context communications course? 
5. Do students see the necessity for being able to write effectively in their 
professional life upon graduation, based upon written feedback? 
 Chapter II provided a theoretical framework for research on writing and how it is 
taught at the secondary and post-secondary levels. It specifically addressed the history 
and importance of writing, the three most recent and recognizable writing movements, 
teaching writing as a process, the need for writing, and the future of writing.  
 In this chapter, the methods and procedures used to answer the stated research 
questions are addressed. The chapter identifies the IRB approval for the study, the 
population, the research design, instrumentation, validity, reliability, data collection, and 
data analyses used in the study. 
Institutional Review Board 
 It is required by Oklahoma State University policy and federal regulations that a 
review be conducted and approval granted for research studies involving the use of 
human beings before researchers can begin investigation. In accordance with institutional 
policy, the office of University Research and the Institutional Review Board at Oklahoma 
State University conducted a review of this research study to protect the rights and 
welfare of human subjects involved in biomedical and behavioral research. As such, this 
study received examination and was granted permission for execution. The institutional 
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review board code for this study was AG0550. A copy of the approval form is presented 
in Appendix A.  
Context of the Study 
 The study took place in the context of one section of the three-hour credit 
Communicating Agriculture to the Public (AGCM 3103) course offered in the 2005 fall 
semester. The section enrollment was set at 60 students, and the students were randomly 
assigned to the control or treatment groups. The section was offered during the Monday, 
Wednesday, Friday time slot at 12:30 p.m., and was a 50-minute class period. The control 
group (n = 30) was taught by an instructor who had previously taught the course in its 
current format during the pilot study, and the treatment group (n = 28) was taught by the 
researcher who had previously taught the course in its current format, but only employed 
the process writing model curriculum during the pilot study. The treatment group 
instructor employed a process writing model curriculum as the treatment for the study. 
(Appendix B) 
 The process writing model curriculum (Appendix B) was used on two of the 
writing assignments for the course. The two assignments used were a descriptive writing 
essay and a personal profile/philosophy statement. Both assignments were expository in 
nature and possessed the same guidelines: two to three pages in length, Times New 
Roman font, double spaced, and a cover page containing the student’s name, assignment 
title, and date. 
The students were not made aware of the difference between the control and 
treatment groups of the section and were asked to sign an informed consent form on the 
first day of class (Appendix C). Students were told their involvement in the study was 
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strictly voluntary, but all 58 students consented to participation. Both the control and 
treatment instructor made certain the exact same material was being taught in both 
groups, with the only difference being the employment of the process writing model 
curriculum with the treatment group. Upon completion of the course, students were given 
a debriefing document (Appendix D) explaining in greater detail what the study entailed 
and how their participation would be used. The debriefing document was given to 
students after they completed the course final exam on December 14, 2005.  
 Two classrooms were used to facilitate the control and treatment groups. The 
classrooms were located on the second floor of the Agricultural Hall building and were 
mirror images of one another. Both classrooms offered stadium seating, multi-media 
capabilities and were capable of seating a maximum of 63 students according to the 
Registrar’s Office.  
Research Design 
 The study employed a post-test only control group design (Campbell & Stanley, 
1963) with one treatment group and one control group. Each student was randomly 
assigned to either the control or treatment group, with the “unit of analysis” being by 
student. The control section of the course was traditionally taught and did not involve any 
new or different adjustments to the syllabus (Appendix E) that might affect the writing 
outcome of the students. The treatment group employed a process writing model 
curriculum and the syllabus (Appendix F) was adjusted accordingly to compensate for the 
additional time needed to employ the treatment. In addition to the random assignment to 
groups, a pre-measure was given to the two groups (control and treatment) to determine 
level of equivalence concerning basic writing aptitude (Campbell & Stanley, 1963). 
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Comparisons were made between group means on each of the post-test measures 
following the administration of the treatment. The research design is described below in 
Figure 2. 
Figure 2 
Post-test Only Research Design (Campbell & Stanley, 1963) 
Control R ______ OD OP 
Treatment R X OD OP 
 
Figure 2: Creswell (2005) post-test only design: R = random assignment, OD = 
descriptive writing post-test measure, OP = profile/philosophy writing post-test measure, 
and X = treatment. 
 
 According to Bryman (2004) and Creswell (2005), true experimental designs are 
the strongest and most rigorous of experimental research designs because they equate 
groups through random assignment. Additionally, threats to internal validity are 
minimized due to randomization, and external validity threats are reduced through the use 
of a post-test only design without the inclusion of a pre-test (Creswell, 2005). Table 1 
outlines proposed threats to internal and external validity in experimental design (Cook & 
Campbell, 1979; Bracht & Glass, 1968). Prevention methods for the internal and external 
validity threats to the study are outlined in Table 1 as well.  
 A panel of experts (Appendix G) reviewed the quantitative writing assessment 
rubric used as the instrument in this study. The panel of experts consisted of three faculty 
members in the Department of Agricultural Education, Communications and 4-H Youth 
Development at Oklahoma State University, specifically having expertise in the area of 
agricultural communications. The panel consisted of two females and one male, in an 
effort to avoid gender-bias in scoring the artifacts. The panel used the New SAT® Essay  
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Table 1 
Proposed Threats to Validity and Prevention Methods 
Internal Validity Control 
History Because there is a control group, effects in time would exist 
for both the control and treatment group. 
Maturation Treatment occurred over a relatively short period of time; one 
semester. 
Testing This design uses no pretest; therefore, participants did not 
become “test-wise.” 
Differential 
Selection 
Random assignment of participants to the control and 
treatment group was used. 
Experimental 
Mortality/ 
Attrition 
Participants were college students. 
Treatment 
Diffusion 
Instructors did not discuss the treatment with either group; 
therefore, participants were only aware of their assigned 
treatment. 
Compensatory 
Rivalry 
Instructors did not discuss the treatment with either group; 
therefore, participants were only aware of their assigned 
treatment. 
External Validity Control 
Hawthorne Effect The participants were not aware of the research hypotheses. 
Experimenter Effect The treatment succinctly followed the process writing model 
curriculum, as described in the literature.  
Pretest Sensitization A pretest was not administered. 
Post-test 
Sensitization 
Three unrelated and separate post-tests were used in the 
analysis. 
 
scoring guide (Appendix H) developed by the Educational Testing Service for the New 
SAT® Essay. The panel found the instrument to be valid for this study. 
A pilot study was conducted on the process writing model curriculum during the 
2005 Summer Session III at Oklahoma State University. The section enrollment was set 
at 60 students, and the students were randomly assigned to the control or treatment group. 
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The section was offered during Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday from 8:40 
– 11:10 a.m.. The control group (n = 10) was taught by an instructor who had not 
previously taught the course in its current format, and the treatment group (n = 9) was 
taught by the researcher who had previously taught the course in its current format, but 
not employing the process writing model curriculum. The treatment group instructor 
employed a process writing model curriculum as the treatment for the study.  
 The instructors teaching the control and treatment groups of the study differed in 
several aspects. The control instructor had never taught the course before, whereas the 
treatment instructor had several years experience teaching the course. Additionally, the 
two instructors differed slightly in type and knowledge of experience for teaching the 
course. However, both instructors were female with a background in the agricultural 
communications profession. 
    The control instructor was an associate professor in agricultural 
communications in the Department of Agricultural Education, Communications and 4-H 
Youth Development at Oklahoma State University. She had a background in agricultural 
communications, having worked in the industry for several years, as well as teaching at 
the college level for 14 years. The control instructor had not taught the writing-intensive 
course in its current format and was accustomed to teaching discipline-specific 
coursework to agricultural communications students. She taught the course as designed 
and modified by the researcher.  
 The treatment instructor was a doctoral student employed as a graduate teaching 
associate within the Department of Agricultural Education, Communications and 4-H 
Youth Development at Oklahoma State University. She worked for approximately nine 
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years in the agricultural industry in Texas before beginning work on her doctorate and 
returning to teaching at the college level. At the time the study was conducted she had 
previously taught the course for four semesters. Her previous teaching of the course was 
limited to teaching in the traditional manner, where students were given assignments, the 
assignments graded and then returned to the students. Feedback, assistance with 
coursework and personalized instructor-student discussion was limited to student-
initiated interaction. Upon conducting the study, the treatment instructor had not taught 
the course using a process writing model curriculum and familiarity with doing so was 
limited to knowledge of studies discussing process writing in the literature. 
The process writing model curriculum was used on two of the writing 
assignments for the course. The two assignments used were a descriptive writing essay 
and a personal profile/philosophy statement. Both assignments were expository in nature 
and possessed the same guidelines: two to three pages in length, Times New Roman font, 
double spaced, and a cover page containing the student’s name, assignment title, date, 
and code number. The code numbers were randomly assigned to the students for 
confidentiality purposes and only the researcher knew the identity of the individuals and 
their assigned code numbers. Additionally, all assignments, including the two used as 
post-tests, were graded using a researcher-designed writing assessment rubric (Appendix 
I). Using a common rubric to grade all assignments in both the control and treatment 
groups helped to eliminate instructor bias in grading. 
The students were not made aware of the difference between the control and 
treatment groups of the section and were asked to sign an informed consent form on the 
first day of class (Appendix C). Students were told their involvement in the study was 
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strictly voluntary. All 19 students consented to participate. Both the control and treatment 
instructor ensured the exact same material was being taught in both groups, with the only 
difference being the employment of the process writing model curriculum with the 
treatment group. Upon completion of the course, students were given a debriefing 
document (Appendix D) explaining in greater detail what the study entailed and how 
their participation would be used. The debriefing document was given to students after 
they completed the course final on June 30, 2005.  
Two classrooms were used to facilitate the control and treatment groups. The 
classrooms were located on the first floor of the Animal Science building and were mirror 
images of one another. Both classrooms offered stadium seating, multi-media capabilities 
and were capable of seating a maximum of 220 and 108 students, respectively, according 
to the Registrar’s Office.  
While the findings from the pilot study were not discussed or used with regard to 
this study, it served to further validate the internal reliability of the study. Teijlingen and 
Hundley (2001) contend pilot studies are indeed an integral part of a strong study; while 
not foolproof, they do increase the likelihood for success in the main study and provide 
valuable insight for the researchers. Additionally, the use of a pilot study allowed the 
panel of experts to develop comfort and consensus with regard to the scoring rubric used 
for the post-test writing artifacts. 
Population and Sample 
The population consisted of students (N=58) enrolled in one section of the 
writing-intensive service course AGCM 3103 (Communicating Agriculture to the Public) 
for the fall 2005 semester at Oklahoma State University. The students had majors in the 
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College of Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources at Oklahoma State University 
and were not recruited for the study. The population was selected for participation in the 
study based on its enrollment in the course, and all participants signed an informed 
consent form authorizing the researcher to use the data obtained during the semester 
anonymously as part of the study. Because the treatment instructor employed peer 
conferencing in groups of two as a part of the process writing model curriculum, the 
number of students in the treatment section of the course was kept at an even number. 
Treatment 
 The control group consisted of teaching the course in the traditional manner it had 
been taught for three years at the institution (Appendix E). Students were given two 
assignments of equal values, explained the guidelines and procedures for completing 
them, and then required to turn in a finished product. The two assignments used were a 
descriptive writing essay and a personal profile/philosophy statement. Both assignments 
were expository in nature and possessed the same guidelines. This methodology did not 
allow for formal feedback or interaction between the professor and student, unless 
student-initiated.  
 All assignments, including the two used as post-tests, were graded using a 
researcher-designed writing assessment rubric (Appendix I). Using a common rubric to 
grade all assignments in both the control and treatment groups helped to eliminate 
instructor bias in grading.  
 The treatment consisted of teaching two assignments of equal values using the 
process writing model curriculum (Appendix B) as discussed in the literature. The 
treatment was adapted from a secondary study completed in an English classroom 
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(Carney, 1996). The process writing technique (Unger & Fleischman, 2004) consisted of 
five distinct steps students undertook in completing the assignment: prewriting, drafting, 
revising, editing and publishing. As used in this study at the post-secondary level, a 
combination of six days of class time were devoted to teaching and guiding students 
through the process of completing the two assignments. The two assignments used with 
this treatment were a descriptive writing essay and a personal profile/philosophy 
statement. Both assignments were expository in nature and possessed the same 
guidelines. 
The process writing treatment took place during a series of six days and is 
outlined in Table 2. The first day consisted of introducing students to the assignment and 
helping them to brainstorm briefly on a topic through some sort of prompt or activity. 
Only a short amount of time, about 10 minutes, was devoted to the assignment on the first 
day. On the second day devoted to the assignment, students were given an assignment 
sheet that contained five questions designed to help students further brainstorm, outline 
and focus their paper. Before leaving class on the second day, the students were required 
to have the instructor approve a thesis or focus statement for their assignment. The 
students were next asked to write a first draft (D1) of their paper. They were advised that 
the first draft could be handwritten or typed and no one would be reading their first draft; 
it was simply for self-analysis.  
The students spent approximately 20 minutes in class working on a focus for their 
paper the second day. Upon bringing the first draft (D1) to class on the third day, the 
students were given time in class to read and edit their papers individually. The instructor 
did not read or score the first drafts, but she did check to ensure all students had  
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Table 2 
Process Writing Curriculum 
1.  Pre-Writing 
  Brainstorming on topic 
  Pre-Writing Question Sheet 
o Five prompts to assist students in thinking about topic and making an 
outline for their paper. 
2.  Drafting 
 1st Draft (D1) 
 Students bring rough draft of paper to class for self-analysis. Draft 
can have errors, but should be legible.  
 Students must make a list of goals they wish to change for 2nd draft.   
3.  Revision 
 Students must revise 1st draft and be prepared to read their 2nd draft aloud to 
a partner for peer critique.  
    Drafting 
 2nd Draft (D2) 
 Peer Conferencing 
 Students choose a peer and review one another’s 2nd draft. Students 
read aloud their essays and make suggestions for improvement using 
the Praise, Question, Polish technique (Neubert & McNelis, 1986). 
    Revision 
 Students must revise essays based upon peer feedback of 2nd draft 
 3rd draft is due to instructor for constructive critique and edits. 
4.  Editing 
 3rd Draft (D3) 
 Instructor will underline or circle errors, not correct them. 
 Instructor will place a check in the margin by a line that contains an 
error so the student can identify it. 
 Students should use instructor comments to produce final draft. 
5.  Publishing 
 Final draft is to be turned in to instructor for a grade.  
 Class discussion takes place about papers and how students felt about 
process upon completion. 
 
 completed a first draft. While no points were given for completing the first draft, the 
instructor did deduct points from the final grade if each of the drafts were not completed 
and the process writing model curriculum not followed as explained. The instructor then 
discussed the papers as a whole with the class. The instructor asked pointed questions 
designed to challenge students in determining why they had chosen a particular topic. 
The class also discussed the importance of focus, tone, organization, and development. 
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Before leaving class on the third day, the students were required to write a list of goals 
they would like to change for their second draft. When the students returned to class with 
the second draft (D2) of the paper on the fourth day, they were asked to pair up with a 
partner for a peer conference.  
The instructor introduced the Praise, Question, Polish technique (Neubert & 
McNelis, 1986) and provided the students with guidelines for peer conferencing. The 
students were asked to sit next to one another, and the writer was to read his or her paper 
aloud while the partner followed along and read the paper silently. After the writer 
completed the reading of his or her essay, the partner was to engage in praising the 
portions of the paper he or she found to be well written and should not be changed, 
questioning portions of the essay that seemed unclear, and finally suggesting 
improvements for polishing portions of the paper. Upon completion, the partners were to 
switch roles and complete the peer conference technique again. The students were 
instructed to use the suggestions from the peer conferencing to complete a third draft 
(D3) of the essay. The third draft was turned in to the instructor for editing. The instructor 
edited the paper by placing checkmarks in the margin of the paper where mistakes 
(misspellings, typos, punctuation/grammatical errors, etc.) occurred. The instructor did 
not correct the errors but rather identified areas for correction. The instructor returned the 
third draft to the students and the date for the final draft for a grade was given. Adequate 
time was given between phases and drafts of the paper, with the entire process for one of 
the two treatment assignments taking between three and four weeks.  
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Data Collection 
 The administration of treatment and data collection took place during the fall 
2005 semester at Oklahoma State University. The study used triangulation of data- 
gathering techniques to gather information effectively from the students. The pre-
measure and post-tests administered to the students were quantitative in nature to assess 
level of equivalency and improvement in their writing abilities, respectively, as a result of 
completing the course. The anonymous feedback forms (Appendix J) and interview 
schedule (Appendix K) were qualitative in nature and provided rich details and 
information for the study that could not be garnered using quantitative measures alone.  
 Students in both the control and treatment groups were given a pre-measure and 
two post-test writing assignments. Each of these writing assignments provided data to test 
the study’s hypothesis. All students in the control and treatment groups were given two 
anonymous feedback forms to complete, and a random sampling of students in the 
control and treatment groups were asked to participate in two interviews with the 
researcher regarding writing, their attitude, and the course. The interviews were 
conducted during the first and last weeks of classes during the fall semester. The 
feedback forms were distributed at the mid-term of the semester and again during the last 
week of classes.  
The pre-measure was used to determine level of equivalency between the control 
and treatment groups. The pre-measure was administered at identical times in the control 
and treatment classrooms. The pre-measure provided students with a writing prompt and 
students were asked to write for thirty minutes. The writing prompt for the pre-measure 
asked students to write about a timely agricultural issue relevant to their field of study 
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(major) within agriculture. The students were instructed to plan and write an essay in 
which they developed their points of view and supported their position with reasoning 
and examples taken from readings, studies, experiences, or observations.   
 The post-tests measured differences between students in the control and treatment 
groups. The two post-tests were expository in nature; one was a descriptive essay in 
which the students were asked to describe in detail an object or place. The second post-
test was a personal philosophy/profile statement in which the students could describe a 
particular philosophy they held (such as teaching, leadership, etc.) or provide a personal 
profile about themselves. 
 In an effort to control for fidelity of treatment, both the control and treatment 
groups were asked to complete two identical anonymous feedback forms (Appendix J) 
during the semester. The students were given the forms at the mid-point in the semester 
and again during the last week of classes. Students were asked to complete the forms 
anonymously. The anonymous feedback forms were used to help ensure fidelity of 
treatment between the control and treatment groups of the study because all students were 
asked to respond, rather than only those in the treatment group. Because the researcher 
was the instructor administering the process writing treatment of the study, no additional 
checks were used. 
 The students were randomly chosen for the interviews and met with the researcher 
individually in a conference room in the Agricultural Hall building on the Oklahoma 
State University campus. The researcher prepared an interview schedule (Appendix K) to 
base questions for the students, but she allowed for interviewee responses to guide the 
interview process. The interview schedule consisted of 12 prepared interview questions 
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using a variety of open-ended, closed-ended, scenario-option and likert scale questions. 
The interviews ranged in length from 10 to 20 minutes. The interviews were recorded, 
transcribed, and coded by the researcher. 
Instrumentation 
 The instrumentation for this study consisted of quantitative and qualitative 
instruments. The quantitative instrument was the New SAT® Essay scoring guide 
developed by the New SAT® Essay, and the qualitative instrument consisted of coding 
and theming of student data collected. 
Students in both the control and treatment groups of the course took a pre-
measure and two post-tests to assess their writing abilities. The pre-measure and post-
tests were scored using the New SAT® Essay scoring guide (Appendix H). The scoring 
guide divides writing scores into six categories (The New SAT®: A Guide for Admission 
Officers, 2005). The low score of one was given to an essay fundamentally lacking, 
demonstrating little mastery and flawed by one or more errors. A score of two was 
indicative of an essay seriously limited, demonstrating little mastery, and flawed by one 
or more errors. A score of three indicated an essay that was inadequate, but 
demonstrating developing mastery, but also marked by one or more weaknesses. A score 
of four was given to an essay that was competent, demonstrating adequate mastery, but 
with some lapses in quality. A score of five indicated an essay that was effective, 
demonstrating reasonable consistent mastery, and possessing only occasional errors or 
lapses in quality. The top score of six was assigned to an essay that was outstanding, 
demonstrating clear and consistent mastery, and possessing only minor errors.  
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The pre-measure was administered during the first week of classes and the two 
post-tests were administered during the course of the fall semester. The pre-measure was 
used to determine level of equivalency between the control and treatment groups, while 
the post-tests were used to compare the control and treatment groups.  
All students in both the control and treatment sections completed two anonymous 
feedback forms regarding writing, their attitude toward writing, and the class in general. 
In addition, a random sample of 30 (N=30) students, 15 from the control and 15 from the 
treatment group voluntarily and confidentially were asked to complete a pre- and post-
interview session with the researcher. Eighteen students participated in both the pre-
interview and post-interview, with eight (n = 8) students being from the control group 
and 10 (n = 10) students from the treatment group. The interviews were used to gather 
demographic information about the students, assess their perception of writing prior to 
and after completing the course, as well as address their preferred teaching method and 
instructor style in a writing course. In addition, the interviews also addressed students’ 
perceptions regarding the necessity for writing proficiently upon graduation. A 
comparison was done between the pre- and post-interviews with the students, and the 
anonymous feedback forms were used to validate the information gathered from the 
interviews.  
Data Analysis  
The panel of experts scored the pre-measure and post-test writing artifacts 
holistically. Camara (2003) stated, “This approach is based on the assumption that an 
essay or writing sample can be graded best by evaluating the whole essay, not by scoring 
the essay on several different factors like grammar, spelling, organization, and structure 
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and then summing these parts to produce a total score” (p. 1). The panel was trained 
similarly to that suggested by The New SAT® Guide for Admission Officers (2005). The 
New SAT® Guide for Admission Officers’ Official Educator Guidebook advocates using 
a chief reader to train readers to score the essays; two readers read the same essays 
independently and score them, and if a discrepancy arises an experienced reader scores 
the essay and a consensus score is assigned. Prior to beginning actual scoring of essays, 
The New SAT® Guide for Admission Officers’ Official Educator Guidebook provides six 
sample essays to be scored by the readers to ensure consistency and agreement on criteria 
for each score delineated on the rubric. In this study, three readers or a panel of experts 
was used to score the essays and consensus was established among the panel before a 
final score was given. The panel read the essays independently and then met as a group to 
come to consensus. The researcher met with the panel to ensure scoring was completed in 
an academic and fair fashion. The panel scored three sample essays and developed 
consensus for the criteria used in each of the scores on the rubric. Prior to scoring the data 
used in the study, the panel honed their scoring skills by scoring 19 artifacts from the 
pilot study.   
The researcher participated in the scoring sessions of the artifacts, taking notes 
and ensuring fair and accurate scoring took place. The researcher made note of comments 
the scorers made with regard to why an essay was scored in a particular fashion or 
general comments that may have been influential in the scorers’ decisions. While the 
writing artifacts were provided to the panel in a set order, the panel members chose to 
read the artifacts in an order of their own choosing. As such, one panel member read the 
artifacts in a different order than the other two members; thus, potentially contributing to 
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some differences in scores on the artifacts. The panel discussed the importance of the 
order in which they read the artifacts and accounted for the fact discrepancy and 
difficulty coming to consensus on some writing artifacts may have resulted in the 
different order in which the members read the artifacts. 
 The anonymous feedback form (Appendix J) was developed by the researcher and 
given to establish fidelity in the information reported in the random sampling of student 
interviews. The students interviewed numbered 18 (n = 18), and the interviews were 
conducted solely by the researcher. The students chosen to interview were based on 
Bryman’s theoretical saturation in sampling technique (2004). Students were asked to 
voluntarily meet with the researcher for the interview. Because the interviews were 
voluntary, a number of students chose not to participate, or simply signed up and forgot 
to attend. The researcher attempted to reach all interviewees via e-mail to reschedule 
missed interviews, but not all interviewees chose to reschedule. All interviews took place 
in the same room under a similar setting during a three-day period at the beginning and 
end of the semester when the selected interviewees signed up for an interview time slot.  
 The interviews were held in a small fourth floor conference room of the 
Agricultural Hall building on the Oklahoma State University campus. The room consisted 
of a small conference table with seating for four, a large window overlooking the campus, 
a white board and small credenza. Outside interference was kept to a minimum with no 
telephones or computers in the room. Additionally, the interviews took place behind 
closed doors with only the researcher and interviewee in the room. The interviews did 
take place at varying times throughout the day; therefore, outside factors such as fatigue, 
hunger and other issues could not be removed.  
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 The pre-measure and post-tests were scored by a panel of experts (Appendix G). 
The anonymous feedback forms (Appendix J) and student interviews (Appendix K) were 
analyzed by the researcher. The quantitative data were entered into an Excel spreadsheet 
and analyzed through Statistical Package for Social Science version 13.01. Descriptive 
data were analyzed and presented in the form of counts, percentages, and means. The 
study was a true experimental post-test only design comparing a control and treatment 
group; therefore, an independent samples t-test was run for comparison and to analyze the 
means of the control and treatment groups. Additionally, the qualitative data were coded 
and themed, with appropriate quotes by students earmarked for triangulation in the study 
findings. This data is outlined in the following chapter. 
Chapter Summary 
 The methods and procedures used for collection of data to answer the research 
objectives of the study were addressed in this chapter. The chapter focused specifically 
on the research design, population description, instrumentation, and sampling measures. 
The chapter also described the measures used to ensure validity and reliability within the 
study. The data collection and analysis procedures for the study were outlined as well.      
 This research incorporated a triangular approach, using both quantitative and 
qualitative measures. The pre-measure and posts-tests were analyzed quantitatively using 
a writing assessment rubric; whereas, student interviews and anonymous feedback forms 
were used qualitatively to provide rich detail.  
The research used an experimental, post-test only design. The population 
consisted of students enrolled in one section of the Communicating Agriculture to the 
Public course offered during the fall 2005 semester at Oklahoma State University. The 
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study employed the use of a panel of experts to score the writing artifacts, as well as a 
faculty member to assist in the teaching of the control group of the course. The researcher 
conducted the research, as well as taught the treatment group of the course.  
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CHAPTER IV 
 
 
FINDINGS 
 
Chapter I addressed the documented necessity of writing as a tangible skill in the 
workplace. The first chapter also described the inherent need for improved writing for 
today’s college graduates. The primary purpose of this study was to determine if a 
process writing curriculum used in an agricultural-context course would improve 
students’ writing ability.  
Chapter II provided a theoretical framework for writing and discussed several 
impactful writing movements that have shaped secondary and post-secondary education. 
Specifically, Chapter II addressed the history and importance of writing, three of the most 
recent writing movements in the last 30 years, teaching writing with a process writing 
curriculum, the need for writing, and the future of writing.  
Chapter III described the methods and procedures used to address the research 
questions that guided the study. Chapter III specifically addressed the IRB approval for 
the study, the population, the research design, instrumentation, validity, reliability, data 
collection, and data analyses used in the study. 
This chapter presents the quantitative and qualitative findings obtained from this 
study. The findings are presented according to the research questions stated in Chapter I. 
The first and second research questions were answered on the basis of quantitative data 
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from participant assignments in the study. The results addressed the effect of a process 
writing curriculum on post-secondary student writing performance in an agricultural-
context course. The third, fourth, and fifth research questions were answered on the basis 
of qualitative data provided by a random sample of student interviews and anonymous 
feedback forms. The results address student’s perceptions toward writing and its 
usefulness in their professional lives upon graduation from college. The findings of the 
quantitative data were triangulated by the responses of the participants in personal 
interviews and documentation contained in feedback forms from the qualitative data. To 
protect the identity of the students who participated in the study, each participant was 
assigned a number. Also, so as not to disclose the gender of the student while referring to 
the respondents, the generic pronoun “he” was used.  
 
Findings Related to Selected Characteristics of Students Enrolled  
in the AGCM 3103 Course at Oklahoma State University 
Student participants were asked to respond to questions that described selected 
personal characteristics.  This information has been summarized and reported to provide 
a profile of the students participating in this study. 
 Age: Fifty-eight students participated in the study (control, n = 30, and treatment, 
n = 28), and their mean reported age was 21.76 years old. In the control group, the 30 
students had a mean reported age of 22 years old, with a range of 20 to 26 years of age. In 
the treatment group, the 28 students had a mean reported age of 21.5 years old, with a 
range of 19 to 26 years of age.  
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 Gender: Regarding the gender of the student participants (n = 58), 36 (62.1%) 
were male and 22 (37.9%) were female (Figure 3). The control group (n = 30) consisted 
of 19 (63.3%) male students and 11 (36.7%) female students. The treatment group (n = 
28) consisted of 17 (60.7%) male students and 11 (39.3%) female students (Table 3). 
 
Figure 3 
Gender of Participants in Control and Treatment Groups
62.10%
37.90%
Male
Female
 
 
Table 3 
Gender of Student Participants by Group (N=58)  
Gender Control   
Group n 
Control 
Group 
Percent 
Treatment 
Group n 
Treatment 
Group 
Percent 
Male 19 63.3 17 60.7 
Female 11 36.7 11 39.3 
  
 Grade in Composition I Course: Students enrolled in the Communicating 
Agriculture to the Public course were fulfilling their third credit requirement for English 
at Oklahoma State University. Prerequisites for the course required students to complete 
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Composition I and Composition II, or take a university-administered test that placed them 
out of the courses. Student grades in the Composition I course were on a grade scale of 1 
to 4, with 1 = D, 2 = C, 3 = B, and 4 = A in the course.  
Fifty-eight students participated in the study, and 48 (82.8%) completed the 
Composition I course. The overall mean reported grade in the Composition I course was 
2.96. Of the 30 students in the control group, 26 (86.7%) students completed the 
Composition I course with a mean grade in the course of 2.96. Of the 26 students who 
have a reported grade in the class, two (6.7%) earned a D, four (13.3%) earned a C, 13 
(43.3%) earned a B, and seven (23.3%) earned an A in the class. Of the 28 students in the 
treatment group, 22 (78.6%) completed the Composition I course, with a mean grade in 
the course of 2.95. Of those 22 students, six (21.4%) earned a C, 11 (39.3%) earned a B, 
and five (17.9%) earned an A in the class (Table 4).  
 
Table 4 
Composition I Course Grade of Student Participants by Group (N=48)  
Grade Control   
Group n 
Control 
Group 
Percent 
Treatment 
Group n 
Treatment 
Group 
Percent 
1 (D) 2 6.7 0 0.00 
2 (C) 4 13.3 6 21.4 
3 (B) 13 43.3 11 39.3 
4 (A) 7 23.3 5 17.9 
 
 Grade in Composition II Course: Students enrolled in the Communicating 
Agriculture to the Public course were fulfilling their third credit requirement for English 
at Oklahoma State University. As such, prerequisites for the course required students to 
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complete Composition I and Composition II, or take a university-administered test that 
placed them out of the courses.  
 Student grades in the Composition II course were on a grade scale of 1 to 4, with 
1 = D, 2 = C, 3 = B, and 4 = A in the course. Fifty-eight students participated in the 
study,  and 38 (65.5%) completed the Composition II course. The mean overall grade 
reported in the Composition II course was 3.18. Of the control group students (n = 30), 
21 (70%) completed the Composition II course with a mean grade of 3.33. Of the 21 
students, two (6.7%) earned a C, 10 (33.3%) earned a B, and nine (30.0%) earned an A. 
In the treatment group (n = 28), a total of 17 (60.7%) students completed the 
Composition II course with a mean grade of 3.00. Of those 17 students, five (17.9%) 
earned a C, seven (25.0%) earned a B, and five (17.9%) earned an A in the Composition 
II course (Table 5). 
 
Table 5 
Composition II Course Grade of Student Participants by Group (N=38)  
Grade Control   
Group n 
Control 
Group 
Percent 
Treatment 
Group n 
Treatment 
Group 
Percent 
1 (D) 0 0.00 0 0.00 
2 (C) 2 6.7 5 17.0 
3 (B) 10 33.3 7 25.0 
4 (A) 9 30.0 5 17.9 
  
 ACT English Score: Students enrolled at Oklahoma State University are required, 
unless waived by university administration, to take the national standardized ACT test. 
The English score on the ACT test had a possible range from 1 to 36, with a score of 1 
being low and a score of 36 being high. Fifty-six (96.6%) students reported an ACT 
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English score, with a mean of 22.52 and a range from 10 to 35. The students’ scores 
naturally broke into three achievement groups of low, middle, and high. Approximately 
21% of students scored in the low-achieving group, 54% scored in the middle-achieving 
group, and 25% scored in the high-achieving group.  
 In the control group (n = 30), 28 students reported an ACT English score, with a 
mean score of 22.04 and a range from 10 to 31. In the treatment group (n = 28), 28 
students reported an ACT English score, with a mean score of 23.00, and a range from 13 
to 35. 
 ACT Reading Score: The reading score on the ACT test had a possible range of 1 
to 36, with a score of 1 being low and a score of 36 being high. Fifty-six (96.6%) students 
reported an ACT Reading score, with a mean of 24.70 and a range from 12 to 36. In the 
control group (n = 30), 28 students reported an ACT Reading score, with a mean of 24.43 
and a range from 12 to 35. Regarding the treatment group (n = 28), 28 students reported 
an ACT Reading score, with a mean of 24.96 and a range from 15 to 36. The range of 
scores in both groups was spread evenly on ACT Reading scores in the control and 
treatment groups. 
 Student Overall Grade Point Average: Regarding the students’ overall grade point 
average, all student records indicated a grade point average on a 4.0 scale. The students’ 
mean grade point average was 3.0172, with a range from 1.93 to 4.0. In the control group 
(n = 30), the mean grade point average was 2.93 with a range from 1.98 to 3.97. 
Concerning the treatment group (n = 28), the reported grade point average was 3.10, with 
a range from 1.93 to 4.0.  
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Findings Related to the Effects of a Process Writing Curriculum 
on Student Performance 
Quantitative Analysis 
The scoring guide for the New SAT® Essay was used to measure differences 
between groups at the end of the study’s treatment.  Specifically, because it is a 
nationally administered and reliable test of writing skills, the scoring guide for the essay 
portion of the New SAT® Essay (2004-05, The College Board) was employed as a 
measure of students’ general writing aptitude.  The SAT® (The College Board) is a 
widely used test in the United States for college admission, and the New SAT® Essay is 
seen as a valuable predictor of student writing success, specifically as a predictor of 
freshman grade point average and grades in English composition.  This assessment 
provided data to test the study’s hypothesis. Means were calculated by group for the 
purpose of comparative statistical analysis.  Independent samples t-tests were used to 
compare the different sets of treatment and control group means to address the study’s 
research hypotheses.   
Research question one sought to determine the effect of a process writing 
curriculum on student writing performance in an agricultural-context course. Students’ 
final grade in the course, as well as a pre-measure and two post-tests, were used to 
answer this question. Student grades’ were coded on a scale of 1-4, with 1 = D, 2 = C, 3 = 
B, and 4 = A. The pre-measure and post-tests were coded on a numeric scale of 1 to 6, 
with 1 being the low score and 6 being the high score. The post-tests were coded as a 
descriptive essay and profile/philosophy essay, respectively. The control and treatment 
groups were compared in all four variables. 
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Pre-Measure Analysis 
A pre-measure was given to the two groups of student participants, and it was 
scored using the scoring guide for the New SAT® Essay to determine equivalence of 
groups concerning writing aptitude.   
Pre-Measure: An independent samples t-test on the pre-measure in the course was 
used to compare the control group and treatment group and to determine if the two 
groups were equal before the treatment was applied. The t-test revealed there was no 
significant difference between students in the control or treatment groups before the 
process writing treatment at an a priori determined alpha level of .05 (Table 6). The 30 
students in the control group had a mean score on the pre-measure of 3.10, while the 28 
students in the treatment group had a mean score on the pre-measure of 3.15; both scores 
corresponding to a mid-range score on the writing assessment rubric from 1 to 6. A t-test 
value of -.241 was computed and found not to be significant at the .05 level, indicating 
the control and treatment groups were equal. 
Post-test Analysis 
H01 There is no difference in writing skills between the two study groups as 
measured by students’ grades in the course. 
 To address the first null hypotheses, the students’ grades in the course were 
compared between the control and treatment groups.   
Students’ Grades: An independent samples t-test on students’ grades in the course 
was used to compare the control group and treatment group. The t-test revealed students 
in the treatment group who received the process writing treatment earned a significantly 
higher grade in the course (Table 7). The group of 28 students in the treatment group had 
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Table 6 
Control vs. Treatment t-test for Pre-Measure 
Group   n  Mean  SD  t  p  
Control  30  3.10  .712  --  --  
Treatment  28  3.15  .705  -.241  .810  
df = 56; α = 0.05; Note: Scale for pre-measure: 1=low; 6=high 
a mean grade in the course of 3.43, while the group of 30 students in the control group 
had a mean grade in the course of 2.93. A t-test value of -2.544 was computed and the 
difference was found to be significant at an a priori determined alpha level of .05. Based 
on this analysis, the null hypothesis was rejected. Equality of variances was assured with 
a Levene’s Test (Fmax = .678). Effect size was calculated using Keppel’s (1991) formula 
for omega squared. The value ( 2 = .08) of the effect size was considered a “medium” 
effect (Cohen, 1977).  
H02 There is no difference in writing skills on a descriptive writing assignment 
as measured by the New SAT® Essay scoring guide. 
 To address the second null hypothesis, an analysis was conducted on students’ 
descriptive writing assignment performance by group (control and treatment) after the  
treatment was administered. The descriptive writing assignment was scored using the 
New SAT® Essay scoring guide. 
Post-test Descriptive Essay: An independent samples t-test on the post-test 
descriptive essay in the course was used to compare the control group and treatment 
group mean scores. The t-test revealed students in the treatment group who received the  
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Table 7 
Control vs. Treatment t-test for Course Grade 
Group  n  Mean  SD  t  p  2  
Control 30  2.93  .785  --  -- -- 
Treatment 28  3.43  .690  -2.544  .014 .08 
df = 56; α = 0.05; Note: Scale for course grade: 1=D, 2=C, 3=B, 4=A 
treatment was administered. The descriptive writing assignment was scored using the 
New SAT® Essay scoring guide. 
Post-test Descriptive Essay: An independent samples t-test on the post-test 
descriptive essay in the course was used to compare the control group and treatment 
group mean scores. The t-test revealed students in the treatment group who received the 
process writing treatment earned a significantly higher score on the writing assessment 
rubric (Table 8). The group of 28 students in the treatment group had a mean score of 
3.68, while the group of 30 students in the control group had a mean score of 3.14. A t-
test value of -2.368 was computed and the difference was found to be significant at an a 
priori determined alpha level of .05. Based on this analysis the null hypothesis was 
rejected. Equality of variances was tested with a Levene’s Test (Fmax = .483). Effect size 
was calculated using Keppel’s (1991) formula for omega squared. The value ( 2 = .14) of 
the effect size was considered a “large” effect (Cohen, 1977).  
H03 There is no difference in writing skills on a profile/philosophy writing 
assignment as measured by the New SAT® Essay scoring guide. 
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Table 8 
Control vs. Treatment t-test for Post-test Descriptive Essay 
Group  n  Mean  SD  t  p  2 
Control 30  3.14  .973  --  -- -- 
Treatment 28  3.68  .723  -2.368  .021 .14 
df = 56; α = 0.05; Note: Scale for pre-measure: 1=low; 6=high 
 To address the third null hypothesis, an analysis was conducted on students’ 
profile/philosophy writing assignment performance by group (control and treatment) after 
the treatment was administered. The descriptive writing assignment was scored using the 
New SAT® Essay scoring guide. 
Post-test Profile/Philosophy Essay: An independent samples t-test on the post-test 
profile/philosophy essay in the course was used to compare the control group and 
treatment group. The t-test revealed students in the treatment group who received the 
process writing treatment earned a significantly higher score on the writing assessment 
rubric (Table 9). The group of 28 students in the treatment group had a mean score of 
3.41, while the group of 30 students in the control group had a mean score of 3.08. A t-
test value of -2.461 was computed and the difference was found to be significant at an a 
priori determined alpha level of .05. Based on this analysis the null hypothesis was 
rejected. Equality of variances was assured with a Levene’s Test (Fmax = .058). Effect 
size was calculated using Keppel’s (1991) formula for omega squared. The value ( 2 = 
.07) of the effect size was considered a “medium” effect (Cohen, 1977).  
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Table 9 
Control vs. Treatment t-test for Post-test Profile/Philosophy Essay 
Group  n  Mean  SD  t  p  2 
Control 30  3.08  .520  --  -- -- 
Treatment 28  3.41  .491  -2.461  .017 .08 
df = 56; α = 0.05; Note: Scale for pre-measure: 1=low; 6=high 
 
Findings Related to Students’ Perception of Writing Based on Participation  
in a Process Writing Curriculum 
Qualitative Analysis 
 The researcher used personal interviews with a random sample of students from 
the control and treatment groups, as well as an anonymous feedback form, to address 
fidelity of treatment, i.e., “Did the instructor implement the process writing treatment?” 
 Research question three sought to describe students’ perception of writing based 
on the differences between a process writing curriculum and a traditionally taught 
curriculum in an agricultural-context writing course. A random sample of students from 
both the control group and treatment group were interviewed before and after the process 
writing treatment was employed to answer this question. Results from the control group 
and treatment group were compared. A total of 18 (n=18) students from the control and 
treatment groups participated in both the pre and post treatment interviews, with eight 
students from the control group and 10 students from the treatment group. 
 All the interviewees were asked their attitude toward writing and their feelings 
about the course during the first week of classes and the last week of classes. 
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Major Findings: The two major findings of the interview analyses were: 
1. Student attitude toward writing was mixed, often being dependent upon a number 
of variables, and  
2. Students had moderate to positive feelings about the course and felt it was helpful 
in improving their writing skills. 
Data Analyses: Two main themes emerged in the context of student attitude toward 
writing and feelings about the course. The themes were: variables affecting attitudes and 
benefits of the course. 
 Variables affecting attitudes prior to treatment: Before the treatment was 
administered, the students assigned to the control group expressed mixed opinions about 
their attitude toward writing, stating it depended on the topic assigned and the length of 
the writing assignment. Students in the control group were equally divided between 
having a like and dislike for writing: four students expressed a like for writing and 
positive attitude, and four expressed a negative attitude and dislike for writing. One 
student stated “It depends on what I’m writing about as to whether or not I like it.”  
Another student commented that he enjoyed writing in moderation, as long as it did not 
become time consuming. Students in the treatment group expressed liking to write, with 
seven of ten students expressing liking to write. Students comments were repeated such 
as “I like writing” and “I like being creative.” However, with both control and treatment 
groups, several students did not enjoy writing. Comments such as “I’m not really fond of 
it” and “I don’t really enjoy it that much” were common among students who did not 
possess a positive attitude. One student in particular stated his attitude was hostile and he 
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had problems figuring out what to write. This same student also commented that he did 
not have very good English teachers in high school and thought this affected his attitude. 
Variables affecting attitudes after treatment: Upon completion of the class, 
students’ attitudes did not differ significantly from prior to administration of treatment. In 
the control group, one student commented that his attitude had shifted from not having a 
good attitude to “My attitude is pretty good toward descriptive writing.” In the treatment 
group, students’ attitudes remained positive. One student, who originally commented that 
writing scared him, commented that his attitude was “a little better now.”  
Benefits of the course prior to treatment: Seven of eight students in the control 
group had moderate to positive feelings toward the course prior to treatment and felt it 
would help to improve their writing skills. Students expressed that the course, 
Communicating Agriculture to the Public, was better than taking Technical Writing 
because it was in an agricultural context. One student commented that the course was 
especially beneficial in preparing him for his chosen profession as an agricultural 
education teacher. Additionally, other students felt it would be a good refresher course. 
Students also mentioned that while they didn’t particularly care for writing, they did 
realize it was a necessary skill. Comments such as “I need to know how to communicate 
with people” were mentioned several times. Students in the control group, who did not 
possess positive feelings toward the course prior to treatment, expressed either 
indifference or were unsure of its benefit. In the treatment group, eight of ten students 
had similar comments to those in the control group and were generally positive about the 
course. One student stated “Hopefully it will get me to a better level of writing.” Other 
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student commented the course would be a great review and would be helpful because it 
was in an agricultural context.  
Benefits of the course after treatment: Six of eight students in the control group 
expressed that the course was helpful and they really learned a lot. One student 
commented the course was rigorous and he was pushed really hard to learn the material. 
Several students expressed regret over having to take the course simply to fulfill credit 
requirements as well. Additionally, one student stated the course was a virtual repeat of 
the Technical Writing course offered on campus. In the treatment group, nine of ten 
students felt they learned a lot from the course and it was beneficial to them. A student 
expressed he was better at writing after the class and “I feel more comfortable doing it;” 
while another student commented that while at first he did not like the course, “just 
getting critiqued on everything helped give me a solid base of how to write everything 
and how to do it correctly.”   
Tables 10 and 11 illustrate the comparison between the control and treatment 
groups regarding student attitude and feelings toward the course. 
In addition to the one-on-one interviews with students, anonymous feedback 
forms presented to all members of both the control and treatment groups helped to 
describe students’ attitudes and feelings toward the course, both before and following the 
process writing treatment. Students were asked how they felt about writing, whether they 
viewed their writing ability as a personal strength or weakness, and what they liked or 
disliked about the activity of writing.  
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Table 10 
 
Group Pre-Treatment Comparison Regarding Student Attitude  
and Feelings About the Course 
Control Group Attitude   Treatment Group Attitude 
  I really like to write, I think it’s fun.       I don’t mind it; it’s pretty easy to write.  
  I enjoy it in moderation.         I like writing, just not the grading part. 
  It depends on what I’m writing about       I like it if I’m interested in the  
as to whether or not I like it.               topic.      
      I’m not really fond of it.         It scares me. 
  I don’t like it.          Something I need to work on. 
 
 
Table 11 
 
Group Post-Treatment Comparison Regarding Student Attitude  
And Feelings About the Course 
Control Group Attitude   Treatment Group Attitude 
  I like it sometimes, it just depends       I enjoy it as long as it is something I can  
on the mood I’m in.          be creative with. 
  I enjoy it until it gets time consuming.       I like it; I don’t mind doing it. 
  I do it because it’s an effective way to        I would say it’s positive. I learned a lot  
communicate, but I don’t like it.         more in class than I thought I would. 
  I just don’t like writing.         I like more quantitative things.  
      
Major Findings: The three major findings of the feedback form analyses were: 
1. Students perceived writing, especially opinion writing, as a valuable form of self- 
expression, 
2. Students had mixed opinions of their writing ability, and  
3. Student attitude toward writing varied based on student perception of its purpose 
 and need.  
Data Analyses: Five main themes emerged from the feedback forms regarding student 
attitude toward writing and feelings about the course. The themes were: empowerment, 
negativity, purpose-driven, confidence, and weakness.  
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 Empowerment: Students (n = 10) expressed a variety of comments that reflected 
their enjoyment of self-expression and opinion in their writing. One student stated, “It’s 
fun I guess; it makes me feel knowledgeable.” Common remarks included, “I like 
relaying my perspective to others so they can understand my point of view” and “I find it 
easier to express myself with writing than I do speaking sometimes.” Additionally, 
students (n = 4) expressed enjoyment in voicing their opinion, and one student found 
writing to be a stress reliever. Several students (n = 9) found their attitudes improved 
upon taking the class and made comments such as “it’s better than when I started this 
class,” “it’s tough, but it’s getting better,” and “I feel pretty good about it, especially 
since taking this class.”  
Negativity: A common theme among students who did not enjoy writing was 
negativity. Many students (n = 9) voiced strong resentment about having to write. One 
student commented “I definitely have bad feelings toward it,” while others remarked that 
writing can be very frustrating. One student remarked he was not comfortable with 
writing, while another stated “there are many things I would rather do.” Typical 
comments in this theme also included “I hate it” and “I only do it because I’m forced to.”   
Purpose-Driven: Many students (n = 10) expressed a moderate to positive opinion 
of writing as long as the writing led to a goal or purpose. Comments such as “writing is 
okay, as long as it has a purpose” and “writing is good as long as it is purpose-driven” 
were common. Many students felt writing needs to have a point, and just writing for fun 
was simply not something they would choose to do voluntarily. 
Confidence: Both students with a positive and negative attitude toward writing 
expressed comments reflecting confidence in their personal writing ability (n = 12). One 
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student stated “I think I am a good writer. Through previous grades and comments, I feel 
writing is a strength.” Other students commented they felt good about their writing and 
could generally get their point across in written form. Other comments included remarks 
by students stating they could express themselves well and were effective writers.  
Weakness: A large number of students (n = 10), with both positive and negative 
attitudes toward writing, felt their writing was a personal weakness and could be 
improved upon. Student comments included “I feel that I am a poor writer” and “I’m not 
very good at writing.” Other students were indifferent toward writing, yet did not 
consider it a weakness. Many students were content with the level of writing they were at 
and not looking to better themselves in terms of improving their writing skills. One 
student commented “I feel that my writing ability is good enough.” One student 
commented “I do just enough to get by.”   
Table 12 depicts a thematic matrix of students’ attitudes and feelings toward the 
course. 
 
Findings Related to Students’ Perception of Writing Based on Teaching Method, 
Instructor Style and Self-Described Ideal Writing Course 
    
Research question 4 sought to determine if variables such as teaching method and 
instructor style affected student achievement in the Communicating Agriculture to the 
Public course. This question was answered through student perceptions voiced during 
face-to-face interviews with the researcher. 
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Table 12 
 
Thematic Matrix of Student Attitude and Feelings Toward Course 
Theme   Illustrative Quotes 
Empowerment  “It’s fun I guess, it makes me feel knowledgeable.” 
   “I like relaying my perspective to others.” 
Negativity  “I definitely have bad feelings toward it.”  
   “I hate it. I would not do it, but I have to.” 
Purpose Driven “Writing is okay, as long as it has a point.” 
   “I like writing with a purpose.” 
Confidence  “I feel I am a strong writer.” 
   “It is a personal strength.” 
Weakness  “I feel that I am a poor writer.” 
   “I am not very good at writing.” 
 
All the interviewees were asked if they believed the method in which writing was 
taught influenced how much a student learned and how an instructor in a writing course 
could better assist them in improving their writing skills. Additionally, students were 
asked to describe their ideal writing course at the college level.  
Major Findings: The three major findings of the interview analyses were: 
1. Students perceived the method in which writing was taught affects how much an  
individual learns, 
2. Instructor style was seen as critical in a writing class, particularly interface  
between instructor and student, and 
3. Various opinions for an ideal writing course at the college level existed among 
students. 
Data Analyses: Four main themes emerged from the student interviews regarding 
teaching method, instructor style and a description of the ideal writing course at the 
college level. The four themes were: attitude, methodology, interaction, and career 
preparation.  
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  Attitude prior to treatment: Students perceived instructor, as well as student, 
attitude to play a large role in how much was learned in a writing course. In the control 
group, student comments such as “you have to reach the student on his or her level” and 
“students learn more when it’s something other than just lecturing” were common. One 
student commented he believed how much was learned was very dependent on the way a 
teacher teaches the material, while another student remarked the student must take some 
responsibility for learning. In the treatment group, students felt instructor attitude was 
very important to student learning and that not everyone learns the same way. Several 
students made comments such as “I’ve had professors who aren’t very excited about what 
we were learning, and I didn’t learn anything.” Additionally, one student commented he 
had great teachers in high school and it was the responsibility of the instructor to 
motivate and push students.  
 Attitude following treatment: After treatment, student comments remained 
consistent in believing instructor and student attitude were paramount to how much was 
learned in a writing course. In the control group, one student remarked that his instructor 
motivated him to the extent that “it was just like you got it and got on the bandwagon and 
you wrote.” Additionally, one student commented his perception of instructor attitude 
shifted from not mattering to having an impact upon student learning. In the treatment 
group, students continued to make remarks such as “if you can somehow put it out there 
so the students are interested in writing and kind of get excited about it, I think that helps 
out a lot.” 
 Methodology before treatment: Overall, students felt the manner in which a 
writing course was taught influenced how much a student learned, with seven of eight 
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students in the control group stating methodology influences how much an individual 
learns. Students in the control group made comments regarding students learning more 
when the method was more than just lecturing, as well as having an opportunity to 
discover what the instructor was looking for in terms of writing. One student commented, 
“I think method is very critical to how one learns” and “if you’re not taught very well 
you’re not going to do well” were common.  In the treatment group, all ten students also 
felt methodology was important to learning. Student comments ranged from varying 
classroom instruction to providing examples of what an instructor expected work to look 
like. One student stated, “everybody doesn’t learn the same way.” One student did 
remark that while method was important, it was difficult to influence how much a student 
learned at this level because many students are set in their ways.  
 Methodology following treatment: Student thoughts on teaching methodology 
remained very similar to what they perceived before treatment. All of the eight students 
in the control group agreed that teaching method makes a difference. However, they also 
expressed practice in writing was just as important to learning. In the treatment group, all 
ten students after the treatment continued to feel methodology played an important role in 
the learning process. One student in particular mentioned a specific teaching style for 
writing: process writing. He stated, “It really helps out a lot to write in a process instead 
of turning it in as a one time grade.” 
 Interaction preceding treatment: Students perceived interaction with an instructor 
to be critical to learning. In the control group, all eight students felt some sort of 
interaction with the instructor was needed. Student comments such as “talking with 
students on an individual basis” and “having one-on-one meetings with students” were 
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common. One student remarked that many students were apprehensive to talk in class and 
would be more comfortable talking on a personal basis with a professor. Additionally, 
students in the control group also felt feedback in a positive form was important as well. 
One student said, “I do better with anything with positive feedback first.” In the treatment 
group, all ten students made similar comments and felt face-to-face interaction with an 
instructor was important for students. Students felt constructive criticism, allowing for 
multiple drafts of papers and being available to help students was beneficial also. One 
student commented that emphasis should be placed on “Telling us what we did wrong 
and how we can correct it.” Other students stated they liked instructors to proof-read or 
critique their work as well. 
 Interaction following treatment: Following the process writing treatment, all eight 
students in the control group continued to comment that a writing course taught with 
frequent interaction between the instructor and student was beneficial. Student comments 
such as “giving students more opportunities for revision and discussion of why something 
was wrong would be helpful” were common. In the treatment group, all ten students were 
more apt to comment they liked the way the course had been taught using a process 
writing approach and continued to advocate for instructor interaction. One student 
commented “I like the fact that we edited in class. That kind of gives us a chance to 
realize what our mistakes are, our habits and everything.” Additionally, some students 
also said more specific guidelines and stepping students through the process of writing a 
paper was needed. 
 Career preparation before treatment: When asked about their ideal writing course, 
many students felt preparing them for their future was a high priority. In the control 
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group, six of eight students suggested career preparation, and one student suggested his 
ideal course was “definitely a class that was oriented to the needs of each student.” In 
addition, many students stated not having a term paper or more frequent smaller writing 
assignments would be helpful. One student stated it should be “a combination of creative 
and professional writing.” However, several students also mentioned their ideal course 
would be similar to the Communicating Agriculture to the Public or Technical Writing 
courses. In the treatment group, seven of ten students felt a course that would help 
prepare them for their future would include frequent smaller writings, as well as stress 
grammar and other technical skills. One student commented that a course employing a 
process writing approach would be helpful. He said, “I don’t think I learn anything if I 
just write it and turn it in and get my grade.”  
 Career preparation after treatment: After the course was completed, students 
stressed the significance of business writing. Comments such as “mainly business 
writing” were common in the control group. Additionally, seven out of eight students in 
the control group felt writing of all types were helpful, as well as receiving input from 
others was important. One student felt “more punctuation, grammar style stuff” was also 
integral to his prescribed ideal writing course. In the treatment group, writing that would 
be used outside of college was key for students, but five out of ten comments suggested 
modeling a class after the Communicating Agriculture to the Public course. Student 
comments stressed “practicing writing and stuff you can use later in life.” One student 
stated his ideal course would be “where you get to see what you’re doing wrong before 
you get penalized.”  
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 Tables 13 and 14 show the comparison between control and treatment groups 
regarding teaching method, instructor style and the ideal writing course at the college 
level. 
Table 13 
 
Group Pre-Treatment Comparison Regarding Teaching Method, Instructor Style  
and Ideal Course 
Control Group     Treatment Group  
  Students learn differently.         Not everyone learns the same.  
  Avoid harsh judgment.         Need a teacher that’s excited. 
  Having rough drafts critiqued helps.        More opportunities for revision. 
  Spending more time individually.       It’s go to be interactive for me. 
  Mix of creative and professional.        The way you’re teaching it. 
 
 
Table 14 
 
Group Post-Treatment Comparison Regarding Teaching Method, Instructor Style  
and Ideal Course 
Control Group     Treatment Group  
  Teaching method makes a difference.       Needs to be interesting and be excited.  
  Take time and be patient.  .       Process writing helps. 
  Constructive criticism.         Not only what we did wrong, but how to  
       fix it. 
  Mainly business writing.         Help us prepare for the future.  
      
Anonymous feedback forms were used also to collect data from all members of 
both the control and treatment groups. Students were asked what type of writing they 
prefer and what activities or instruction they felt would help to improve their writing 
skills. 
Major Findings: The three major findings of the feedback form analyses were: 
1. Students felt writing is a process, and revision was especially important. 
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2. In a writing course, students saw instructor attitude and interaction as key factors 
to success. 
3. Students preferred the formality and usefulness of business writing to other types 
of writing. 
Data Analyses: Three main themes emerged from the feedback forms regarding the types 
of writing preferred by students and what activities or instruction would help to improve 
their writing skills. The themes were: process writing, effectiveness of instructor, and 
career preparation. 
 Process writing: Students (n = 7) perceived that viewing writing as a process, 
rather than a product, was necessary for learning to take place. Comments such as “you 
can’t have a perfect paper on the very first try” and “a process because it takes time and 
many steps” were common among students. One student remarked, “I feel like I am 
constantly going through a series of steps to produce quality work each time I write an 
essay.” Additionally, students felt a paper can always be improved, and editing and 
critiquing were an important part of the process.  
 Effectiveness of instructor: Students (n = 7) generally believed the instructor in a 
writing course made a difference, both in his or her approach to the course and his or her 
interface with students. When asked what type of instruction could help improve their 
writing skills, students made comments such as “I think a good teacher can teach their 
students anything” and “being able to have feedback on my writing without having it 
count against my grade.” Additionally, students (n = 6) felt having an experienced eye 
look at papers and increased feedback from the instructor on what and why something 
was incorrect would be helpful.  
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 Career preparation: In a writing class, students (n = 7) often preferred business 
writing that was applicable to their lives after graduation as most beneficial. Student 
comments such as “writing things that are relevant to my life/occupation” and “doing 
more things related to the business world and research” were common. Students indicated 
writing more things that have a meaning would be helpful as well. Often students did not 
like to use the creativity and imagination they felt was needed to write some papers in 
class; they preferred the formality and structure of business writing like cover letters and 
memorandums. Comments were made also about the benefit of writing every day as well 
as having an interest in the topic one was writing about. 
 Table 15 depicts a thematic matrix of students’ preferences in writing and 
activities or instruction that could improve writing. 
 
Table 15 
 
Thematic Matrix of Writing Preferences and Activities/Instruction to Improve Writing 
Theme   Illustrative Quotes 
Process Writing “I go through several steps to write an essay.” 
   “You can’t have a great paper on the first try.” 
   “Every time I go back I find ways to improve the paper.” 
Effectiveness  “A good teacher can teach their students anything.”  
Of Instructor  “Having an experienced eye look over a paper can really help.” 
   “Feedback from professions – teachers.” 
Career Preparation “I prefer business writing and short letters. 
   “Business writing because it is more direct and to the point.” 
   “Writing things relevant to my life/occupation.” 
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Findings Related to Students’ Perception of Necessity of Effective Writing  
in their Professional Lives 
Research question 5 sought to determine if students believed effective writing 
would be necessary in their professional lives upon graduation from college. This 
question was answered through personal one-on-one interviews with students. 
All the interview participants were asked what skills they felt were necessary to 
be considered a good writer and how important they believed proficient writing skills 
were for college graduates. In addition, the interviewees were asked whether they felt the 
course, Communicating Agriculture to the Public, would be beneficial to them and their 
future professional success, as well as if they believed the course would help to improve 
their writing skills.  
Major Findings: The four major findings of the interview analyses were: 
1. Students had mixed opinions on what skills were necessary to master for good  
writing, 
2. Proficient writing skills for college graduates was viewed as important to very  
important by students, 
3. Students felt the course, Communicating Agriculture to the Public, would be  
beneficial to their future success as a professional depending on their chosen  
profession, and  
4. As a means for improving writing skills, students were mixed in their opinions.  
Data Analyses: Four main themes emerged from the student interviews regarding skills 
needed for good writing, the importance of writing and the benefit of the course. The four 
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themes were: learned and inherent abilities, career success, practice, and professional 
field. 
 Learned and inherent abilities before treatment: Students had varied ideas as to 
what skills were important for good writing, with many mentioning learned skills relating 
to the technical aspects of writing such as grammar, spelling, punctuation, and relating to 
their audience. Other students saw inherent abilities such as creativity and imagination as 
key. Five of eight students in the control group made remarks regarding technical aspects 
such as “of course grammar” and “being able to express yourself well grammatically.” In 
addition, other students stated an understanding of the topic and being able to relate the 
topic to the audience also was important. In looking at inherent abilities, one student said, 
“I think you have to have an imagination.” In the treatment group, eight of ten students 
also said they believed grammar and technical skills were important learned abilities. 
Comments such as “You need to be able to organize your thoughts well, be able to spell 
and have good grammar” were common. Many students also mentioned various, less 
tangible inherent abilities such as creativity, imagination, and good ideas.  
 Learned and inherent abilities after treatment: After the treatment, student ideas 
about learned and inherent abilities remained consistent. Seven of eight students in the 
control group felt grammar and sentence/essay structure were critical skills for writing 
well. Student comments such as “good sentence structure,” “organization is a big thing,” 
and “grammar for sure” were common. One student found that after the class, the ability 
to relate his thoughts to others was important. Inherent abilities like creativity, patience, 
tone, and targeting your audience were also important. In the treatment group, nine of ten 
students agreed grammar was integral to good writing, but also stressed inherent abilities 
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such as imagination and creativity as key. One student in particular stated, “You don’t 
have to have much skill, just creativity.”  
 Career success prior to treatment:  Students in both the control and treatment 
groups rated proficient writing skills as at least important for college graduates. Students 
saw writing skills as vital to career success. Six of eight students in the control group felt 
the course would be beneficial to them and their future success. Additionally, student 
comments such as “employers should really look at that” and “you need to have some 
form of writing skills in whatever you go into” were common. One student felt very 
strongly about the importance of writing in career success. He stated, “I think especially 
in this modern society it’s very important no matter what you’re doing.” Eight of ten 
students in the treatment group also saw the correlation between writing skills and career 
success. Students made comments such as “I think in pretty much any job you also need 
to have that skill” and “you have to be able to communicate with people other than 
verbally” that were reflective of the importance of writing. One student commented that 
“you don’t want to get into the real world and look like you’ve gone through and gotten 
your degree and you can’t write.”  
 Career success following treatment: Student belief about career success as a result 
of proficient writing remained consistent after the treatment. In the control group, seven 
of eight students felt writing was important and felt the course had been beneficial to 
them. After the class, several students saw writing as more important than they originally 
thought. One student remarked, “Anymore people with college degrees are going into 
management positions and in a management position you have to write all kinds of 
things.” Nine of ten students in the treatment group, after treatment, maintained writing 
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was still important and the course had benefited them. Student comments such as “you 
need to know it for everything, no matter what field you go into” and “if you were tasked 
with doing that in your future job you have that experience and know how to do it” were 
common. However, one student shifted his perception after the class and felt writing was 
not very important. He said, “A lot of time I don’t think communication goes beyond 
inner office kind of stuff, it’s more casual for the most part.” 
 Practice prior to treatment: Students had varied opinions on whether the course 
would help to refresh them on their writing skills. In the control group, six of eight 
students believed the course would help improve their writing skills, but were not in 
agreement to what degree. Many students believed it would “be a great class to get me up 
to par” and “every course helps to improve you in some way.” However, some students 
felt they were “already a halfway decent writer anyway” and the course would probably 
not help to improve their skills. In the treatment group, nine of ten students felt the course 
would help to improve their writing skills. Students made comments such as “it’s 
something I know I’ve been needing” and “the more you write the better you get.” One 
student did not feel it would really help to improve his writing skills.  
 Practice after treatment: Treatment did not drastically affect student’s beliefs 
about the benefits of the course. Six of eight students in the control group remained 
consistent in their opinions as to whether the course would help to improve their writing 
skills. Students commented that “you definitely learned what was wrong and what you 
needed to work on.” There were several students who did not feel the course had helped 
them though. In the treatment group, all ten students stated the course had benefited them 
and improved their writing skills. Students believed the course had helped on 
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“professional stuff,” and “helped fine tune my punctuation and grammar.” One student, 
in particular, recognized he was making mistakes and “I’ve come to realize that I was 
doing stuff wrong, and I needed to work on them.”  
 Professional field before treatment: While many students felt the course would be 
beneficial to them, it was often dependent upon their desired field of study. All eight 
students in the control group felt “there are definitely some majors or professions where 
people won’t write as much” and “it really depends on what field you’re going into.” In 
the treatment group, all ten comments by students were similar. Students agreed writing 
was important, but dependent on the profession as to how much it would be used. 
Students felt writing was important “kinda depending on what field you go into” and “it 
may be more important for some people than it is for others.”  
 Professional field after treatment: After the treatment, students believed writing 
was important and were less likely to believe it was dependent on the field one was 
entering. In the control group, all eight students simply stated writing was important. In 
the treatment group, all ten students also believed writing remained important and did not 
mention professional choice as a dictator of writing performance.  
 Tables 16 and 17 show the comparison between control and treatment groups 
skills needed for good writing, the importance of writing and the benefit of the course.  
Data also was collected from the control and treatment groups using anonymous 
feedback forms. Students were asked if they felt writing skills were vital to their success 
upon graduation. 
Major Findings: The two major findings of the feedback form analyses were: 
1. Students felt writing was a skill needed in life, and  
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2. Writing was viewed as a necessary skill for a professional career. 
Data Analyses: Two main themes emerged from the feedback forms regarding the 
connection between writing significance and career success. The themes were: life skill 
and career success.  
Life Skill: Students (n = 13) saw writing as a necessary skill needed for life. 
Comments such as “writing is one of those life-long skills” and “it’s a valuable asset in  
Table 16 
 
Group Pre-Treatment Comparison Regarding Skills, Necessity and Benefit of Course 
Control Group     Treatment Group  
  Grammar of course.         Grammar and an imagination.  
  Be a good listener and open-minded.       Good communication skills. 
  It (class) will be the icing on the cake.       Good to learn how to get your point  
       across. 
  It’s important no matter what field you       You have to communicate other than go 
into.            verbally 
  Great class to get me up to par.        The more you write, the better you get.  
 
 
Table 17 
 
Group Post-Treatment Comparison Regarding Skills, Necessity and Benefit of Course 
Control Group     Treatment Group  
  Organization is a big thing.      You don’t have to have much skill, just  
       creativity  
  Probably important no matter what.       Important no matter what field. 
  Definitely learned what you needed to       Helped fine tune my punctuation and 
work on.             grammar. 
  Proficient writing skills are very        Proficient writing skills are very 
important.            Important. 
      
 
the real world” were common. Many students were specific in their belief about the 
importance of writing in life. Students remarked “poor writing skills stick out like a sore 
thumb” and “it is necessary to function in today’s world.” Even students who did not 
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enjoy writing realized the significance of it. One student commented, “I don’t like to 
write, but writing is essential.”  
Career success: Students (n = 14) said they felt writing skills were very important 
to their success in a career. Student comments such as “they play a great role in your 
chances of landing a good job” and “it is a crucial skill to have when working in a 
professional field” were common. One student felt “employers want people who can 
write professionally.” As with life skills, even those students who do not like to write 
recognized they must be able to do so in a professional setting. One student commented 
“I absolutely hate it, but I realize that to be successful in my career I need to be good at 
it.” Additionally, some students who were going into teaching felt they needed to emulate 
writing skills for their students. One student stated, “I feel it will be important for me to 
set a good example for my students by using correct writing skills.” 
Table 18 depicts a thematic matrix of students’ beliefs regarding writing as a life 
skill and necessary to career success. 
 
Table 18 
 
Thematic Matrix of Life Skills and Career Success 
Theme   Illustrative Quotes 
Life Skill  “Writing is necessary in life.”  
   “You need to know how to write to get by in the future.” 
“It is a necessary skill to relay your thoughts and opinions.” 
   “We must all be good at it.” 
Career Success “If I don’t write like a professional, how will the person reading it  
portray me?” 
   “Writing will be a vital part of my ability to teach.” 
   “People will always need to write, especially in professional  
settings.” 
   “Writing will be an important skill for me as a professional.” 
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Summary  
 Student records indicated a majority of students participating in the study were 
male (62.1%) with an average age of 21.76 years of age. Of the students who were 
required to complete the Composition I course, the average grade earned was a C. In the 
Composition II course, the average grade earned was a B. On the ACT English test, 
students scored an average of 22.52 on a scale of 1 to 36. However, all students who took 
the ACT English test divided into three achieving levels: low, middle, and high. The 
majority (54%) of students scored in the middle range of achievement. Students’ scores 
on the ACT English test in the control and treatment groups were distributed in a range 
between 10 and 35. Students scored on average a 24.7 on the ACT Reading test, with 
scores distributed in a range between 12 and 36. The students’ grade point avergae was 
reported on a 4-point scale, with the students earning on average a 3.0.  
 The first null hypothesis was rejected based on the analyses of data. The 
quantitative analyses revealed significant differences existed between groups (control and 
treatment) regarding students’ grade in the course after administration of the study’s 
treatment. A significant difference (p = 0.14) was observed in the students’ overall grade 
in the class between groups following the treatment.  The practical significance of this 
difference ( 2 = .08) fell well within the category of a “medium” effect size as defined by 
Cohen (1977). The second null hypothesis was rejected based on the analyses of data. A 
significant difference (p = .021) was observed in the students’ scores on the descriptive 
writing assignment in the class between groups after the administration of treatment. The 
practical significance of this difference ( 2 = .14) fell well within the category defined by 
Cohen as a “large” effect size (1977). In addition, the third null hypothesis was rejected, 
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based on the analyses of data. A significant difference (p = .017) was observed in the 
students’ scores on the profile/philosophy writing assignment following the treatment. 
The practical significance of this difference ( 2 = .07) fell well within Cohen’s definition 
of a “medium” effect size (1977).   
 Qualitative analyses revealed student attitude toward writing was varied, students 
had moderate to positive feelings about the Communicating Agriculture to the Public 
course, and felt it would assist in improving their writing skills. Additionally, students 
had mixed opinions regarding their own writing abilities based on their perception of the 
need and purpose for which the writing was conducted, but they did perceive writing as a 
helpful form of self-expression. The students in the course stated the method in which a 
writing course was taught, including an instructor’s style of teaching, had a correlation 
with how much an individual learned. Numerous opinions existed on the ideal writing 
course at the college level, and students believed writing was a process and interaction 
between instructor and student were key components in a student’s writing success. Also, 
students stated they preferred business writing to other types of writing. Specific skills 
were not agreed upon by students as necessary to master for good writing, but students 
did believe proficient writing skills were important for college graduates. Students were 
not unanimous in their opinion as to whether the course helped to improve their writing 
skills, but they did view the course as beneficial to their professional success depending 
on their chosen occupation. Students viewed writing as a life skill and necessary for a 
professional career.  
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION 
 
Summary 
The purpose of this study was to test the hypothesis that students who were taught 
using a process writing model would improve their writing performance in an agriculture-
context course more than those students who were taught using a traditional writing 
curriculum. The assumption was students who were taught the course following the 
process writing model guidelines would achieve greater improvement in writing skills, as 
well as attitude toward the task of writing in general. Writing achievement was measured 
by student performance on two expository writing assignments using the New SAT® 
Essay scoring guide. In addition, writing ability was measured by students’ grade point 
average in previous English courses at the university level, as well as standardized test 
scores.   
Research Questions 
The following research questions guided the study: 
1. What are the selected characteristics of students enrolled in the Communicating  
Agriculture to the Public (AGCM 3103) course at Oklahoma State University 
during the fall semester of 2005? 
2. What is the effect of a process writing curriculum on student writing performance  
in an agricultural-context course, as measured by a writing assessment rubric? 
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3. Do students perceive a difference in their perception of writing in an agricultural- 
context course, based upon their participation in a process writing curriculum? 
4. Do students perceive teaching method and instructor style as affecting writing 
achievement in an agricultural-context communication course? 
5. Do students see the necessity for being able to write effectively in their  
professional life upon graduation, based upon written feedback? 
Null Hypotheses 
 The following null hypotheses guided this study: 
H01 There is no difference in writing skills between the two study groups as 
measured by students’ grades in the course. 
H02 There is no difference in writing skills between the two study groups on a 
descriptive writing assignment as measured by the New SAT® Essay scoring guide. 
H03 There is no difference in writing skills between the two study groups on a 
philosophy/profile writing assignment as measured by the New SAT® Essay scoring 
guide. 
Population  
The study was conducted using the population of students (N=58) enrolled in one 
section of the writing-intensive service course AGCM 3103 (Communicating Agriculture 
to the Public) for the fall 2005 semester at Oklahoma State University. 
Group 1.  ACGM 3103 students who participated in a traditional writing 
curriculum during the fall 2005 semester (i.e., control group students). 
Group 2.  AGCM 3103 students who participated in a process writing model 
curriculum during the fall 2005 semester (i.e., treatment group students). 
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Design of the Study 
  The study employed a post-test only control group design (Campbell & Stanley, 
1963) with one treatment group and one control group. Each classroom was randomly 
assigned to either the control or treatment group, with the “unit of analysis” being by 
student and classroom.  In addition to the random assignment to groups, the two groups 
(control and treatment) were pre-tested to determine level of equivalence concerning 
basic writing aptitude (Campbell & Stanley, 1963). Comparisons were made between 
group means on each of the post-test measures following the administration of the 
treatment. The research design is described below in Figure 5. 
Figure 4 
Post-test Only Research Design (Campbell & Stanley, 1963) 
Control R ______ OD OP 
Treatment R X OD OP 
 
Figure 5: Creswell (2005) post-test only design: R = random assignment, OD = 
descriptive writing post-test measure, OP = profile/philosophy writing post-test measure, 
and X = treatment. 
 
Treatment 
The treatment consisted of teaching two expository writing assignments of equal 
values using the process writing model curriculum as discussed in the literature. The 
treatment was adapted from a secondary study completed in an English classroom 
(Carney, 1996). The process writing technique (Unger & Fleischman, 2004) consisted of 
five distinct steps students undertook in completing the assignment: prewriting, drafting, 
revising, editing, and publishing. As used in this study at the post-secondary level, the 
treatment was delivered during six days of class time in the fall 2005 semester. The two 
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assignments used with this treatment were a descriptive writing essay and a personal 
profile/philosophy statement. 
 A comprehensive view of the treatment implemented in this study is presented in 
Table 18.  The treatment described below was delivered only to treatment group students.  
While control group students were told their class would be participating in the research 
project, the control group instructor was instructed to make no change relative to the 
teaching of writing in the Communicating Agriculture to the Public course. 
 The dependent variable in the study was student writing achievement.  
Differences between the control and treatment groups were measured on three levels: 1) 
the students’ final grade in the Communicating Agriculture to the Public course; 2) the 
students’ score on the descriptive essay using the New SAT® Essay scoring guide; and 3) 
the students’ score on the profile/philosophy essay using the New SAT® Essay scoring 
guide. 
Data Collection 
Data collection occurred in fall 2005 for both the control and treatment groups. 
The pre-measure and two post-tests administered to the students were quantitative in 
nature to assess level of equivalency and improvement in their writing abilities, 
respectively, as a result of the process writing model curriculum treatment. The 
anonymous feedback forms and interviews were qualitative in nature and provided rich 
details and information for the study that could not be garnered using quantitative 
measures alone. The quantitative data was entered into an Excel spreadsheet and 
analyzed through SPSS. An independent samples t-test was run for comparison and to 
analyze the means of the control and treatment groups. Additionally, the qualitative data 
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was coded and themed, with appropriate quotes by students earmarked for triangulation 
in the study findings.  
Table 19 
Process Writing Model Curriculum 
Treatment Group Students 
1.  Pre-Writing 
  Brainstorming on topic 
  Pre-Writing Question Sheet 
o Five prompts to assist students in thinking about topic and making 
an outline for their paper. 
2.  Drafting 
  1st Draft (D1) 
o Students bring rough draft of paper to class for self-analysis. Draft 
can have errors, but should be legible.  
o Students must make a list of goals they wish to change for 2nd draft.  
3.  Revision 
  Students must revise 1st draft and be prepared to read their 2nd draft aloud to 
a partner for peer critique.  
    Drafting 
  2nd Draft (D2) 
o Peer Conferencing 
o Students choose a peer and review one another’s 2nd draft. Students 
read aloud their essays and make suggestions for improvement using 
the Praise, Question, Polish technique (Neubert & McNelis, 1986). 
    Revision 
  Students must revise essays based upon peer feedback of 2nd draft 
  3rd draft is due to instructor for constructive critique and edits. 
4.  Editing 
  3rd Draft (D3) 
o Instructor will underline or circle errors, not correct them. 
o Instructor will place a check in the margin by a line that contains an 
error so the student can identify it. 
o Students should use instructor comments to produce final draft. 
5.  Publishing 
  Final draft to be turned in to instructor for a grade. 
  Class discussion takes place about papers and how students felt about 
process upon completion. 
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Measures 
 Students in both the control and treatment groups were given a pre-measure and 
two post-test writing assessments. The writing assessments, as well as the student’s 
overall grade in the course, provided data to test the study’s hypotheses. Additionally, 
students in the control and treatment groups were given anonymous feedback forms to 
complete, and a random sampling of students in the control and treatment groups were 
asked to participate in interviews with the researcher regarding writing, their attitude, and 
the course. The interviews were conducted during the first and last weeks of classes 
during the fall 2005 semester. The feedback forms were distributed at the mid-term of the 
semester and again during the last week of classes.  
Quantitative 
Level of equivalency was determined by comparing the pre-measure between 
control and treatment groups. The pre-measure was administered at identical times in the 
control and treatment classrooms and was given during the first week of classes, before 
instruction in the course began. The pre-measure provided students with a writing prompt 
and required students to write for 30 minutes. The writing prompt for the pre-measure 
asked students to write about a timely agricultural issue relevant to their field of study 
(major) within agriculture. The students were instructed to plan and write an essay in 
which they developed their points of view and supported their position with reasoning 
and examples taken from readings, studies, experiences, or observations.  
 The post-tests measured differences between students in the control and treatment 
groups. The two post-tests were expository in nature; one was a descriptive essay in 
which the students were asked to describe in detail an object, place, event, or topic of 
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their choice. The second post-test was a personal philosophy/profile statement in which 
the students were told to describe a particular philosophy they held (such as teaching, 
leadership, etc.) or provide a personal profile about themselves. The post-test writing 
artifacts were scored using the New SAT® Essay scoring guide by a panel of experts. In 
addition, the students’ grades in the course were used to measure differences between 
students in the two groups. 
Qualitative 
 In an effort to control for fidelity of treatment, both the control and treatment 
groups were asked to complete two identical anonymous feedback forms at different 
times during the semester. The students were given the forms at the mid point in the 
semester and again during the last week of classes. The students were randomly chosen 
for the interviews and met with the researcher individually in a conference room in the 
Agricultural Hall building on the Oklahoma State University campus. The researcher 
prepared an interview schedule (Appendix K) to base questions for the students but 
allowed for interviewee responses to guide the interview process. The interview schedule 
consisted of 12 prepared interview questions: a variety of open-ended, closed-ended, 
scenario-option and likert-scale questions. The interviews ranged in length from 10 to 20 
minutes.  
Data Analysis 
 The pre-measure and post-tests were scored by a panel of experts. The 
anonymous feedback forms and student interviews were analyzed by the researcher. 
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Quantitative 
The panel of experts scored the pre-measure and post-test essays holistically. 
Camara (2003) states, “This approach is based on the assumption that an essay or writing 
sample can be graded best by evaluating the whole essay, not by scoring the essay on 
several different factors like grammar, spelling, organization, and structure and then 
summing these parts to produce a total score” (p. 1). The panel was trained similarly to 
that suggested by The College Board. The three readers, or panel of experts, were used to 
score the essays and consensus was established among the panel before a final score was 
given. The panel read the essays independently and then met as a group with the 
researcher to come to consensus. The researcher met with the panel to ensure scoring was 
completed in an academic and fair fashion. The panel scored three sample essays and 
developed consensus for the criteria used in each of the scores on the rubric. Prior to 
scoring the data used in the study, the panel honed their scoring skills by scoring 19 
artifacts from the researcher’s pilot study. The researcher noted difficulty in coming to 
consensus most likely resulted from the order individual panel members read the pre-
writing measure and the two post-tests.    
Frequencies and percentages were calculated for selected demographic data to 
accurately portray the student participants in the study. An independent samples t-test 
was used to compare the control and treatment group means to address the research 
hypothesis. All quantitative analysis was completed using the Statistical Package for the 
Social Sciences version 13.01. 
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Qualitative 
 The anonymous feedback form was developed by the researcher and given to 
establish fidelity in the information reported in the random sampling of student 
interviews. The students interviewed both prior to and following treatment numbered 18 
(n=18), and the interviews were conducted solely by the researcher. The students chosen 
to interview were based on Bryman’s theoretical saturation in sampling technique (2004). 
Because the interviews were voluntary, some students chose not to participate, simply 
signed up and forgot to attend, or participated in only one of the interviews. The 
interviews were held in the same room during a specified block of time the first and last 
week of classes of the 2005 fall semester.  
The qualitative data were analyzed through researcher analyses. The anonymous 
feedback forms and the interviews were recorded, transcribed, coded and themed by the 
researcher.  
Major Findings 
 Student records indicated students participants in the study were on average 21.76 
years of age and the majority were male (62.1%). The average grade earned by students 
required to take the Composition I course was a C, while the average grade earned in the 
Composition II course was a B. Students who took the ACT English test naturally 
divided into three achieving levels: low, middle, and high, and the majority (54%) of 
students scored in the middle range of achievement. Students scored an average of 22.52 
on a scale of 1 to 36 on the ACT English test, and the scores in the control and treatment 
groups were distributed in a range between 10 and 35. Students scored on average a 24.7 
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on the ACT Reading test, with scores distributed in a range between 12 and 36. Students 
earned on average a 3.0 grade point avergae on a reported 4-point scale.  
Based on the analyses of data, all three null hypotheses were rejected. The 
quantitative analyses determined significant differences existed between groups (control 
and treatment) regarding students’ grade in the course following the study’s treatment. A 
significant difference (p = .014) was observed in the students’ overall grade in the class 
between groups following the treatment.  Equality of variances was assured with a 
Levene’s Test (Fmax = .678). The practical significance of this difference ( 2 = .08) fell 
well within the category of a “medium” effect size as defined by Cohen (1977). The 
second null hypothesis was rejected as well. A significant difference (p = .021) was 
observed in the students’ scores on the descriptive writing assignment in the class 
between groups after the administration of the treatment, as measured by the New SAT® 
Essay scoring guide. Equality of variances was assured with a Levene’s Test (Fmax = 
.483). The practical significance of this difference ( 2 = .14) fell well within the category 
defined by Cohen (1977) as a “large” effect size. The third null hypothesis also was 
rejected based on the analyses of data. A significant difference (p = .017) was observed in 
the students’ scores on the profile/philosophy writing assignment following the treatment, 
as measured by the New SAT® Essay scoring guide. Equality of variances was assured 
with a Levene’s Test (Fmax = .058). The practical significance of this difference ( 2 = .07) 
fell well within Cohen’s (1977) definition of a “medium” effect size.   
 Qualitative analyses revealed student perception of writing was varied, students 
had moderate to positive feelings about the Communicating Agriculture to the Public 
course and felt it helped to improve their writing skills. Additionally, students had mixed 
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opinions regarding their self-perceived writing abilities based on their attitude toward 
writing, but students did feel writing was a helpful form of self-expression. The students 
believed the method in which a writing course was taught, including an instructor’s style 
of teaching, had a direct correlation with how much they learned. Numerous opinions 
existed on the ideal writing course at the college level, but students felt writing was a 
process and interaction between instructor and student was important to a student’s 
success. Students voiced a preference for business writing rather than other types of 
writing. While specific skills were not agreed upon by students as necessary to master for 
good writing, students stated proficient writing skills were important for college 
graduates. Students were not in agreement as to whether the course helped to improve 
their writing skills but did view the course as beneficial to their professional success 
depending on their chosen profession. Students felt writing was a life skill and necessary 
for a professional career.  
Conclusions 
 Conclusions were based on the findings of the five research questions that guided 
the study. 
1. What are the selected characteristics of students enrolled in the  
Communicating Agriculture to the Public (AGCM 3103) course at  
Oklahoma State University during the fall semester of 2005? 
 The conclusion drawn from this study concerning research question one was the 
majority of student participants were male and on average 21 years of age. Unless 
designated by the university, students were required to take the prerequisite Composition 
I course and on average earned a grade of C. The average grade earned in the 
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Composition II course was one letter grade higher – a B. Of those students who took the 
ACT English test, the scores divided into three achieving levels: low, middle, and high, 
with the majority of students scoring in the middle range of achievement.  
Students scored an average of 22.52 on a scale of 1 to 36 on the ACT English test, 
and the scores in the control and treatment groups were distributed in a range between 10 
and 35. On the ACT Reading test, students scored on average a 24.7, with scores 
distributed in a range between 12 and 36. On a 4.0-point grade scale, students earned an 
average grade point average of 3.0.  
2. What is the effect of a process writing curriculum on student writing  
performance in an agricultural-context course, as measured by a writing  
assessment rubric? 
 The conclusion drawn from this study concerning research question two was a 
process writing model curriculum did result in a significant increase (p < .05), within this 
particular population, in student performance as measured by students’ overall grade in 
the course and scores on two writing assignments using the New SAT® Essay scoring 
guide.   
3. Do students perceive a difference in their perception of writing in an  
agricultural-context course, based upon their participation in a process  
writing model curriculum? 
 The conclusion drawn from this study concerning research question three was, 
student perception of writing was varied, within this particular population, based on a 
number of variables both before and after treatment was administered. Variables such as 
the topic of the writing, as well as length, played a role in students’ attitudes. Prior to the 
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treatment, students’ feelings were moderate to positive about the course and the benefits 
it afforded them. After treatment, student perception about writing remained consistent. 
Students felt they had really learned a lot, and the course had been helpful in improving 
their writing skills. Students had mixed opinions regarding their self-perceived writing 
abilities based on their attitude toward writing; however, students did feel writing was a 
helpful form of relaying their opinion.  
4. Do students perceive teaching method and instructor style as affecting  
writing achievement in an agricultural-context communication course? 
The conclusion drawn from this study concerning research question four was 
within this particular population, students in both groups perceived methodology and 
instructor style as having an effect on how much they learned in an agricultural-context 
writing course. Both prior to and following treatment, students believed both instructor 
and student attitude played a role in the amount of learning that takes place. Additionally, 
varying teaching style and interface with students was seen as important to students both 
before and after treatment. Before treatment, students expressed a preference for a writing 
course that helped prepare them for their future outside of the classroom, while after 
treatment, students indicated business writing was a benefit for them.  Additionally, while 
student opinion varied widely on the ideal writing course at the college level, students did 
feel writing was a process necessary for learning to take place, and instructor feedback 
and interaction with students was important to a student’s success.  
5. Do students see the necessity for being able to write effectively in their  
professional life upon graduation, based upon written feedback? 
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The conclusion drawn from this study concerning research question five was 
within this particular population, both before and after treatment, students in both groups 
had mixed opinions on the type of skills needed to be considered a good writer. However, 
skills seemed to be grouped under technical, learned skills like grammar, spelling, 
punctuation, and inherent abilities such as creativity and imagination. Regardless of 
treatment, students saw proficient writing skills as, at a minimum, important for college 
graduates. While students were not in agreement as to whether the course helped to 
improve their writing skills either before or after treatment, many did feel practice in 
writing could only help to improve their skills. Depending on their chosen profession and 
whether they would use writing frequently, students did view the course as beneficial to 
their professional success. Overall, students felt writing was a skill needed in life and a 
needed ability for professionals. 
Implications 
Numerous writing movements have come and gone both within and outside the 
doors of the English classroom throughout the years in an attempt to address the necessity 
of writing skills for students in the educational system and beyond. However, research 
has provided little guidance as to a possible best teaching method for improving students’ 
writing skills at the post-secondary level. While a process writing model curriculum has 
been proven as the preferred manner in elementary and secondary classrooms (Sylvan, 
2005; Inside Writing Research Base, 2005), addressing writing improvement at the post-
secondary level has seen little priority until recently. With the College Board’s 2004 
national reports on writing, a newfound emphasis has been placed on the importance of 
writing at the college level. Colleges and universities are now faced with the challenge of 
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improving student’s writing performance and preparing them for the real world (Achieve, 
2004; College Board, 2004; Enders, 2001; Light, 2003).   
In addressing this need for writing improvement in the United States, this study 
proved to be consistent with the findings of many researchers regarding the benefits of a 
process writing model curriculum. As the National Writing Project and Nagin (2005) 
state, “Most research today supports the view that writing is recursive, that it does not 
proceed linearly but instead cycles and recycles through subprocesses” (p. 25). 
Additionally, the results from this study support Harris and Schaible’s (1997) findings 
that writing within a subject matter helps assist students in life as a whole. The findings 
also were consistent with Cobia’s (1986) view that context-specific courses allow 
students to see the applicability of writing within their chosen profession. In addition, this 
study supported early claims made by noted experiential learning theorists John Dewey 
(1938) and Jean Piaget (1952) that students should learn by doing. To improve writing, 
students agree they must have interaction and feedback from instructors, and practice can 
only serve to help improve their writing performance. The results imply a process writing 
model curriculum, as tested in an agricultural-context, allows students to learn through 
the five steps of the process, rather than simply meeting an end purpose and receiving a 
grade.  
The treatment outlined in this study was administered during only one semester, but 
the results did reveal that within this particular population, a process writing model 
curriculum did positively effect the post-treatment performance of treatment group 
students on all measures (see Tables 6-8). While the generalizability of these results 
should not extend beyond the 58 students involved in this study, serious consideration 
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should be given to investigating the possibility the treatment described could have similar 
effects on other groups of students studying writing in a context-specific course.  
The findings from this study do not suggest participation in a process writing model 
curriculum influences students’ attitude toward writing. However, student comments 
support Borgese (2005) in her view that process writing allows writing to be a skill 
achievable by all students and can help relieve anxiety toward it. Students perceived 
teaching method and instructor style as influencing how much students learned in a 
course, yet the results of this study do not indicate method and style have any more effect 
in an agriculture-context course than any other context-specific course. Student 
comments do, however, point to the ability to write effectively as essential to a student’s 
professional life upon graduation. The student’s views support Scanlon and Baxter’s 
(1993) recommendation that courses in agriculture should emphasize the importance of 
writing in a student’s career. Additionally, the results garnered by student comments 
indicate writing is a skill students must master to be successful in their careers (Borgese, 
2005; Stowers & Barker, 2003).   
Recommendations 
Recommendations for Research 
 While this study proved effective in an agriculture-context course at Oklahoma 
State University, this experiment should be replicated in other context-specific writing 
courses at the university to determine if students outside of an agricultural context can 
benefit from a process writing model curriculum. Additional investigation should be 
conducted regarding the evaluation instrument used in this study. Because the 
comparison of group scores on the New SAT® Essay scoring guide did show a significant 
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difference favoring the treatment group, this rubric should be analyzed to determine its 
success in scoring the SAT® Essay and thereby its usefulness in scoring college-level 
writing artifacts.  
 The treatment used in this study followed an accepted and widely used five-step 
process writing model approach; however, the expansion of each step was based on a 
study conducted in a secondary classroom. Therefore, additional inquiry should be 
conducted to determine the most effective sub-steps to use in a process writing 
curriculum model at the college level. Perhaps allowing students to choose their own 
partners in the peer conferencing sub-step of the drafting stage was not as effective as 
instructor-chosen partners with unmatched abilities would have been. In addition, 
because the researcher conducted the treatment, it would be appropriate in a replicated 
study to verify the teaching of the process writing model curriculum by an experienced 
instructor in that methodology. Replicated studies would benefit from either videotaping 
the process writing lessons for verification by an expert, or requiring an expert to be 
present when the process writing was taught in the classroom. This step would serve to 
better ensure fidelity of treatment.  
 While student perceptions of the process writing model curriculum and the course 
overall were measured through a random sampling of interviews both before and after 
treatment, as well as anonymous feedback forms, instructor perceptions were not 
evaluated. Further investigation should be pursued that focuses on the attitude of the 
instructor toward a process writing model curriculum, as well as writing in general. In 
addition, because the post-interviews were conducted before a final grade in the class was 
assigned, students may have altered their responses to please the instructor. Future 
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research should involve therefore interviewing students after treatment as well as after the 
completion of the course when student grades have been posted. This problem also could 
be addressed through the use of an outside person conducting the interviews. It would be 
also beneficial for the anonymous feedback forms to be presented in a pre- and post-
treatment fashion, much like the student interviews. This format would allow for yet 
another comparison. 
 Effective writing is a skill employers and educators agree upon, yet there is 
discrepancy between what high school and college instructors stress as important to 
master (ACT, 2000). Additionally, results from this study indicate students are not in 
agreement as to whether technical skills or inherent abilities are most critical to effective 
writing. Therefore, research should be conducted that assesses what both high school and 
college instructors’ deem as important for students to know about writing as a whole. 
Perhaps if consensus can be reached between the different education levels, students will 
be better prepared upon entering college and have less need for remedial writing 
assistance in all classrooms.  
 Research regarding writing advocates the need for improving students’ writing 
skills, and points to the college classroom as the laboratory for doing so to guarantee 
career success for students in the future (College Board, 2004; Monroe, 2003).  
Therefore, educators at the post-secondary level should note the results of this study and 
the implications it merits with regard to a possible “highly effective” teaching method for 
writing in college classrooms. 
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Finally, this experiment should be replicated outside of the state of Oklahoma 
with a national population at the post-secondary level so additional generalizations may 
be drawn. 
Recommendations for Practice 
Based on the findings of this study, a process writing model curriculum did have a 
positive effect on improving student writing performance.  In light of this study, 
instructors at the college level should be encouraged to work toward further integration of 
a process writing model curriculum into their classrooms.  
 Based on evaluation using the New SAT® Essay scoring guide, this study 
revealed process writing is effective in the post-secondary classroom. The New SAT® 
Essay scoring guide, or rubric, should be further examined as a means of evaluation for 
student writing. Instructors at the high school and college level should consider 
implementing this rubric as a means of providing consistent scoring for student writing. 
A consistency in scoring could additionally serve to define what “good” or “proficient” 
writing skills are for students. While the interviews with students in this study used the 
terminology “good” and “proficient,” the researcher did not verify a mutual agreement 
upon definitions with students.  
The five-step process writing model of instruction employed in this experiment 
proved to be effective. As such, a deeper inquiry by writing experts as to the specific 
implementation of the steps should be addressed. Special consideration should be given 
to the number and types of activities implemented under each step in the process writing 
model curriculum.  
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Results from this study proved a process writing model curriculum can be 
effective at the college level, yet limited literature exists that documents research studies 
that have used the curriculum. Therefore, because this study was modified from a study 
conducted at the high school level, further guidelines and instructions for implementing 
the curriculum need to be investigated. As a means for providing additional guidelines to 
follow, it is suggested instructors consider expert opinion or supplemental software in the 
implementation. Computer software (such as that offered by Merit) exists that is designed 
to assist students in writing an essay subscribing to the five-step process writing model 
curriculum.  
 The dilemma of how best to improve student writing performance is a timely 
issue being debated at all levels of education. The College Board (2004) suggests a 
writing revolution must take place that propels writing to the forefront of education. With 
national urgency placed on the issue, many institutions are revitalizing their writing 
instruction (Bartlett, 2003) and instructors in academia therefore, should be encouraged 
to place substantial effort toward further refining and developing a process writing model 
curriculum that reveals an improvement in students’ writing skills and prepares them 
adequately for a successful professional career. 
Finally, the results of this study could prove to enable college and university 
instructors in context-specific disciplines with an effective means for integrating writing 
in a meaningful manner into their various curricula.  
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Process Writing Curriculum 
Pre-Writing 
  Brainstorming on topic 
  Pre-Writing Question Sheet 
o Five prompts to assist students in thinking about topic and making an 
outline for their paper. 
Drafting 
 1st Draft (D1) 
 Students bring rough draft of paper to class for self-analysis. Draft 
can have errors, but should be legible.  
 Students must make a list of goals they wish to change for 2nd draft.   
Revision 
 Students must revise 1st draft and be prepared to read their 2nd draft aloud to 
a partner for peer critique.  
Drafting 
 2nd Draft (D2) 
 Peer Conferencing 
 Students choose a peer and review one another’s 2nd draft. Students 
read aloud their essays and make suggestions for improvement using 
the Praise, Question, Polish technique (Neubert & McNelis, 1986). 
Revision 
 Students must revise essays based upon peer feedback of 2nd draft 
 3rd draft is due to instructor for constructive critique and edits. 
Editing 
 3rd Draft (D3) 
 Instructor will underline or circle errors, not correct them. 
 Instructor will place a check in the margin by a line that contains an 
error so the student can identify it. 
 Students should use instructor comments to produce final draft. 
Publishing 
 Final draft is to be turned in to instructor for a grade.  
 Class discussion takes place about papers and how students felt about 
process upon completion. 
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Informed Consent Document 
 
Investigator: 
Danna Kelemen 
 
Purpose: 
The purpose of this study is to examine how to improve writing skills of students enrolled 
in an agricultural writing course. 
 
Procedures: 
You have been selected to participate in the study based on your enrollment in the course. 
 
Risks of Participation: 
There are no known risks associated with this project, which are greater than those 
ordinarily encountered in daily life. 
 
Benefits: 
This study will help the College of Agriculture determine best practices for teaching and 
improving the writing performance of students in a context specific writing course. 
 
Confidentiality: 
Danna Kelemen will keep all electronic data stored on her personal computer, which is 
password protected. The investigator and her adviser will keep all archived documents 
(audiotapes, notes, transcripts, and reports) pertaining to the study in a personal storage 
cabinet at the researcher’s residence for five years. After all phases of the study are 
complete and journal articles written, the data will be shredded, but no later than May 15, 
2011. Only the codes will be present in written documents to protect participants’ 
identities. All the data will be reported in aggregate. Only the investigator will code the 
raw data; thus through each successive phase of the study, participants’ identities will be 
transformed into an amalgamation or composite individuals that represent the mean. 
Direct quotations used in reporting will be cleaned for any identifying traced back to the 
participants. The OSU IRB has the authority to inspect consent records and data files to 
assure compliance with approved procedures. 
 
Compensations: 
There is no compensation offered by participating in this study. 
 
Contacts:     For information on subjects’ rights, contact: 
Danna Kelemen    Dr. Sue Jacobs, IRB Chair 
Graduate Student    415 Whitehurst Hall 
437 Ag Hall     Stillwater, OK 74078 
Stillwater, OK 74078    (405) 744-1676 
(405) 744-8135 
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Participant Rights: 
Please be assured that your participation in the research portion of the course is voluntary 
and that you can discontinue the research activity at any time without reprisal or penalty. 
There are no risks to you if you choose to withdraw from the research at any time. Simply 
call Danna Kelemen or Sue Jacobs, and we will delete all of your data from our research-
associated records. 
 
Signatures: 
I have read and fully understand the consent form. I sign it freely and voluntarily. A copy 
of this form has been given to me. 
 
 
 
___________________________   _______________ 
Signature of Participant    Date 
 
I certify that I have personally explained this document before requesting the participant 
to sign it. 
 
 
__________________________   _______________ 
Signature of Researcher    Date 
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Debriefing Document 
 
Project Title: 
The Effects of a Content Rich Process-Writing Curriculum on Students Enrolled in an 
Agricultural Communications Course: An Experimental Study 
 
Investigator: 
Danna Kelemen 
 
Purpose: 
The purpose of this study was to examine the writing skills of students enrolled in an 
agricultural writing course and determine if the use of a process-writing model used in an 
agricultural context would improve students’ writing skills upon completion of the 
course. The investigator conducted extensive evaluation to answer the following 
questions: 
1. What is the effect of an agricultural context process writing curriculum on 
student writing performance as measured by a writing assessment rubric? 
2. Does an agricultural context process writing model affect a student’s ability 
to improve writing skills in an upper level writing course? 
3. What are the selected characteristics of students enrolled in the 
Communicating Agriculture to the Public (AGCM 3103) course at Oklahoma 
State University during the second summer session and fall semester of 2005. 
4. Does a student’s attitude toward writing affect their performance in an 
agricultural context writing intensive course as measured by interviews? 
5. Does instructor adherence to a process writing model in an agricultural 
context course affect student achievement as measured by a pre-post test 
writing assessment? 
 
Procedures: 
1. You were selected to participate in the study based on your enrollment in the 
course in which a process model for writing was used. 
2. Your scores on the ACT standardized test and your college level English 
course grades were used to help measure the effectiveness of the process- 
writing approach. 
3. The investigator/instructor randomly selected students from the class to 
interview about their attitude toward writing at the beginning and completion 
of the course.  
4. After the interview was over, the information was transcribed. 
5. The investigator/instructor will contact you again only if there are further 
questions about the things you said during the interview. 
6. An anonymous feedback form was collected from all students in the course at 
two points during the semester. 
 
Risks of Participation: 
There were no known risks associated with this project, which are greater than those 
ordinarily encountered in daily life. 
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Benefits: 
This study will help the College of Agriculture determine best practices for teaching and 
improving the writing performance of students in a context specific writing course. 
 
Confidentiality: 
Danna Kelemen will keep all electronic data stored on her personal computer, which is 
password protected. The investigator and her adviser will keep all archived documents 
(audiotapes, notes, transcripts, and reports) pertaining to the study in a locked storage 
cabinet for five years. After all phases of the study are complete and journal articles 
written, the data will be shredded, but no later than May 15, 2011. Only the codes will be 
present in written documents to protect participants’ identities. All the data will be 
reported in aggregate. Only the investigator will code the raw data; thus through each 
successive phase of the study, participants’ identities will be transformed into an 
amalgamation or composite individuals that represent the mean. Direct quotations used in 
reporting will be cleaned for any identifying traced back to the participants. The OSU 
IRB has the authority to inspect consent records and data files to assure compliance with 
approved procedures. 
 
Compensations: 
There was no compensation offered by participating in this study. 
 
Contacts:     For information on subjects’ rights, contact: 
Danna Kelemen    Dr. Sue Jacobs, IRB Chair 
Graduate Student    415 Whitehurst Hall 
437 Ag Hall     Stillwater, OK 74078 
Stillwater, OK 74078    (405) 744-1676 
(405) 744-8135 
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Dwayne Cartmell 
Assistant Professor 
Agricultural Education, Communications & 4-H Youth Development 
Oklahoma State University 
 
Cindy Blackwell 
Assistant Professor 
Agricultural Education, Communications & 4-H Youth Development 
Oklahoma State University 
 
Julie Focht 
Teaching Associate 
Agricultural Education, Communications & 4-H Youth Development 
Oklahoma State University 
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AGCM 3103 
Writing Assessment Rubric 
 
Introduction (6 pts) 
Introduces topic, describes its importance, explains writer’s knowledge of topic, etc. 
 
 
Organization (9 pts) 
Follows a logical order, utilizes transitions, etc. 
 
 
Grammar/Punctuation/Spelling (30 pts) 
Proper subject/verb agreement, proper noun/pronoun agreement, proper parallel structure, 
proper sentence structure, correct use of punctuation marks, etc. 
 
 
 
Content (24 pts) 
Doesn’t leave any unanswered questions, and clearly develops point of view. 
 
 
Structure (6 pts) 
12pt, Times New Roman, double spaced, two-three pages, etc. 
 
 
Total Points 
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AGCM 3103 
Student Feedback Form 
Fall 2005 
 
 
How do you feel about writing? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
How do you feel about your writing ability? Do you feel it is a personal strength or 
weakness? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
What types of writing do you prefer? Essays, creative writing, business writing, etc. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Do you feel writing skills are vital to your success upon graduation? 
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What activities or instruction do you feel would help to improve your writing skills? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Do you feel writing an essay is a product or a process. Explain. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Do you feel the method in which writing is taught influences how you learn? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
What about writing do you enjoy or not enjoy? 
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AGCM 3103 Student Interview Schedule 
 
1. How many English credit courses have you taken up to this point in your 
college career? 
 
 
 
 
 
2. How would you describe your attitude toward writing? 
 
 
 
 
 
3. What skills do you feel are necessary to master to be considered a good 
writer?  
 
 
 
 
 
4. How important do you feel proficient writing skills are for college graduates? 
___Very important ___Important ___Somewhat important  
___Not important ___Not at all important 
 
 
 
 
 
5. What are your feelings about taking this course? 
 
 
 
 
 
6. Do you feel this course is beneficial to you and your future success as a 
professional? 
 
 
 
 
 
7. Do you feel the method in which writing is taught influences how much a 
student learns? 
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8. If you could describe the ideal writing course at the college level, what would 
it consist of? 
 
 
 
 
 
9. How could your instructor in a writing course better assist you in improving 
your writing skills? 
 
 
 
 
 
10. Do you feel the course helped you to improve your writing skills? Y or N 
 
 
 
 
 
11. Did you attend a four-year institution for your entire college career? Y or N 
 
 
 
 
 
12. Did you ever take courses at a distance during your college career? Y or N 
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